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CHAIRMAN’S INTRODUCTION 

 

I am pleased to present the Company’s interim report for the six months ended 30 June 2011 which, 

as previously notified, is presented for the first time in United States dollars. 

 

In addition, for the first time, we are presenting a Management’s Discussion and Analysis, which 

gives a full report of the Company’s financial position and operational performance, as the 

Company is contemplating a dual listing of its ordinary shares on a North American stock exchange. 

This interim report has been prepared by Management, reviewed by the Audit Committee and 

approved by the Board. 

 

Sir John Craven 

Chairman 

 

 

 

27 September 2011 

 

 
 

 

MANAGEMENT’S DISCUSSION AND ANALYSIS 

 

This Management’s Discussion and Analysis (“MD&A”) of the financial position and the results of 

operations of Patagonia Gold Plc (“Patagonia” or the “Company”) (AIM: PGD) is the responsibility 

of management and has been prepared as at September 28, 2011. The board of directors of 

Patagonia (“the Board”) carries out its responsibility by reviewing this disclosure principally 

through its audit committee and it approves this disclosure prior to its publication.  

 

This MD&A provides a review of the consolidated financial position, results of operations, cash 

flow and performance of Patagonia for the six months ended June 30, 2011 and June 30, 2010. It 

should be read in conjunction with the Company’s audited consolidated financial statements and 

notes to those statements.  

 

All financial information has been prepared in accordance with International Financial Reporting 

Standards (“IFRS”) as adopted by the European Union. All amounts are expressed in United States 

dollars ($), except where indicated.  

 

This MD&A contains forward-looking information and forward-looking statements within the 

meaning of applicable securities laws. See the “Forward Looking Information” section below.  

 

 

PATAGONIA’S BUSINESS 

 

Patagonia is a gold and silver exploration and development company operating in Argentina with a 

focus on the southern Patagonian provinces of Santa Cruz and Chubut. Management is based in 

Buenos Aires, Argentina, London, U.K. and Toronto, Canada and the principal exploration office is 

located in Perito Moreno, Santa Cruz, Argentina.  

 

Patagonia is a publicly listed company on the Alternative Investment Market (“AIM”) in London, 

U.K.  
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MANAGEMENT’S DISCUSSION AND ANALYSIS (continued) 

 

The Board of directors of Patagonia (the “Board”) which consists of six members, two of whom are 

independent from management, is responsible for the stewardship and general supervision of the 

management of the business. The Board is committed to sound corporate governance practices 

which are in the interest of the Company’s shareholders and contribute to effective and efficient 

decision-making. The duties and responsibilities of the Board are, amongst other things, to supervise 

the management of the business and to oversee, directly and through its committees, the business 

and affairs of Patagonia, which are conducted by its management and to promote the success of the 

Company for the benefit of its shareholders as a whole. The committees currently consist of the 

Audit Committee and the Remuneration Committee. 

 

Strategy 

Through its 100% owned subsidiary, Patagonia Gold S.A. (“PGSA”), Patagonia’s principal business 

is to hold investments in mineral exploration companies involved in identifying, acquiring and 

developing technically and economically sound mineral projects, either on its own or with joint-

venture partners. PGSA holds the mineral rights to 200 properties covering 738,400 hectares, 

predominately in the southern provinces of Santa Cruz and Chubut. It has developed a portfolio of 

highly-prospective, grassroot and more advanced projects, with many that exhibit the potential to 

host high-grade, gold-silver vein systems. The focus is to grow the Company’s resources and 

advance them into production. The Company’s aim is to become a 200,000 ounce per annum gold 

equivalent producer by 2015.  

 

Santa Cruz Province 
The Company considers Santa Cruz to be a mining-friendly province and the province supports an 

active petroleum and mining industry. The volcanic plateau of the Deseado Massif of Santa Cruz is 

6 million hectares in area and hosts several mines including Cerro Vanguardia, Mina Martha, 

Manantial Espejo, San Jose Huevos Verdes, as well as various advanced projects such as Cerro 

Negro and Cerro Moro. As a consequence, Santa Cruz Province benefits from existing infrastructure 

and a workforce that understands exploration and mining. In addition, these projects are 

predominantly low sulphidation epithermal “bonanza” vein style gold-silver deposits and their 

brecciated equivalent. This geological trait is the main target for exploration in this region. 

 

Patagonia holds a number of advanced exploration projects in Santa Cruz Province and is 

concentrating exploration efforts on three distinct property blocks including El Tranquilo, La 

Manchuria and La Paloma: 

  

1. The El Tranquilo property block hosts the Cap-Oeste gold and silver project (“Cap-Oeste”), 

the Company’s flagship project and the Cap-Oeste South East project (“COSE”) as well as 

the Monte Leon, La Marciana, Don Pancho, Breccia Valentina, Vetas Norte, Felix and 

Laguna prospects, as well as the Estancia La Bajada acquisition; 

 

2. The La Manchuria property block hosts the Manchuria Main Zone gold and silver project 

(“Manchuria”); and 

  

3. The La Paloma property block hosts the Lomada de Leiva gold project (“Lomada”) as well 

the Estancia El Rincon acquisition. 

 

In addition to these three main property blocks, Patagonia has a further 20 exploration claims for 

approximately 133,000 hectares located in the highly-prospective Deseado Massif. Drill targets 

have also been successfully established on the Sarita and El Bagual properties. 
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MANAGEMENT’S DISCUSSION AND ANALYSIS (continued) 

 

Chubut Province 

In June 2006, the Government of Chubut Province introduced a provisional law banning mining and 

mineral exploration activities for a period of three years. The ban covered a specified area in the 

western sector of the Province where a number of PGSA’s exploration properties are located, 

including the historical Huemules gold mine and the advanced Crespo project. 

During 2009, this mining restriction was extended for a further three years until the Provincial 

Government of Chubut determines when and how mining and mineral activities can restart. 

PGSA has been working with both local and regional governments in Chubut Province, the 

Argentine (federal) mining chambers and associated stakeholders towards building trust and co-

operation in an effort to lift the ban and to recommence mining activities in the Province. 

History 

In 2007 and 2008, the Company entered into two significant transactions, namely the Barrick 

Agreement and the Fomicruz Letter of Intent, respectively.  

 

Barrick Agreement 

On February 21, 2007, the Company entered into a property acquisition agreement (the “Barrick 

Agreement”) with Barrick Exploraciones Argentina S.A. and Minera Rodeo S.A. (collectively the 

“Barrick Sellers”) pursuant to which PGSA acquired Barrick Gold Corporation’s (“Barrick”) entire 

exploration property portfolio which was located in Santa Cruz Province. The Barrick portfolio 

consisted of 70 expedients (mineral titles) in six groups covering approximately 200,000 hectares in 

the Deseado Massif region of Santa Cruz Province. This portfolio included the majority of the El 

Tranquilo, La Manchuria and La Paloma property blocks, which in turn host the Company's Cap-

Oeste, COSE, Manchuria and Lomada gold and silver deposits. 

 

In consideration for the sale of the Barrick properties, the Company paid the Barrick Sellers $0.8 

million and issued convertible loan notes (the “Barrick Notes“) with an aggregate principal amount 

of £2,162,092.65. The Barrick Notes were convertible into that number of shares of the company 

(“shares“) equal to 10% of the shares in issue following the conversion of the Barrick Notes 

(including those shares issued pursuant to the conversion). On February 28, 2007, the Barrick 

Sellers converted the Barrick Notes into 30,345,160 shares at an issue price of 7.125 pence per 

share. As at September 27, 2011, the Barrick Sellers held 28,323,264 shares representing 3.85% of 

the total outstanding shares. 

 

The Barrick Agreement also provided for the following: 

 PGSA agreed to spend a minimum of $10.0 million on “in-ground” expenditures over a five 

year period. This expenditure commitment has been completed. 

 Within 90 days of the delineation of an indicated resource (as defined in National Instrument 

43-101 (“NI 43-101”)) of 200,000 troy ounces or greater of gold or gold equivalent 

(“AuEq”) on the La Paloma property block, which hosts the Lomada deposit, the Barrick 

Sellers would be entitled to receive a cash payment of $1.5 million from PGSA. This 

threshold has not been reached. 

 The Barrick Sellers retained the right to purchase an aggregate interest of up to 70% in the 

properties sold to PGSA under the Barrick Agreement upon the delineation of an indicated 

resource of 2.0 million ounces or greater of gold or AuEq (the “Back In Right”).  
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MANAGEMENT’S DISCUSSION AND ANALYSIS (continued) 

 

 On March 23, 2011, PGSA entered into an amending agreement (the “Barrick Amending 

Agreement“) with the Barrick Sellers to eliminate the Back In Right in exchange for a 2.5% 

net smelter return (“NSR”) royalty (the “Barrick Royalty“) in favour of the Barrick Sellers 

on all future production of mineral products from the properties sold to PGSA under the 

Barrick Agreement. The Barrick Royalty does not apply to the Company’s other properties 

located in Santa Cruz province or to the Fomicruz Properties (as defined below). 

 

Fomicruz Letter of Intent 

On May 9, 2008, PGSA entered into a Letter of Intent (the “Fomicruz LOI”) with Fomento Minero 

de Santa Cruz Sociedad del Estado (“Fomicruz SE”), an established mining company, wholly-

owned by the government of Santa Cruz Province. The Fomicruz LOI established the key terms and 

conditions of a strategic partnership between PGSA and Fomicruz SE for the future development of 

certain PGSA mining properties in the Province, including Patagonia’s Cap-Oeste, COSE, 

Manchuria and Lomada gold and silver projects, together with certain prospective properties 

previously owned by Fomicruz SE and the Fomicruz LOI envisages that a formal agreement will be 

entered into in due course (the “Fomicruz Agreement”). On April 14, 2009, the strategic partnership 

was formally ratified by the parties.  

 

Pursuant to the Fomicruz LOI, Fomicruz SE will acquire a 10% interest in PGSA in exchange for 

Fomicruz’s contribution to PGSA of approximately 100,000 hectares of mining properties (the 

“Fomicruz Properties”) which are in close proximity to Patagonia’s El Tranquilo and La Manchuria 

property blocks. Patagonia will retain a 90% interest in PGSA which, in addition to the 100,000 new 

hectares contributed by Fomicruz, will also continue to hold approximately 100,000 hectares of the 

original PGSA mining properties in Santa Cruz Province, including certain properties in the El 

Tranquilo, La Manchuria and La Paloma property blocks.  PGSA-owned properties not included in 

the Fomicruz Agreement will be transferred to the Company’s 100% owned subsidiary, Minera 

Minamalu. 

  

The key terms and conditions of the Fomicruz LOI include the following: 

 The Company will fund 100% of all exploration expenditures on PGSA properties to the 

pre-feasibility stage, with no dilution to Fomicruz. After the pre-feasibility, Fomicruz SE 

will repay its 10% share of the expenditures, plus interest at LIBOR, through the offset of up 

to 50% of PGSA dividends, otherwise payable to Fomicruz SE. 

 Patagonia will invest $5 million on exploration on the new Fomicruz Properties contributed 

to PGSA as part of the Fomicruz Agreement over a five year period. If the Company does 

not fund such amount within five years, the Fomicruz Properties will be returned to 

Fomicruz SE. In the event that any of the Fomicruz Properties are declared of no interest to 

the Company, then such properties will be returned to Fomicruz SE. 

 The Company will manage the exploration and potential future development of the PGSA 

properties. 

 

KEY RESOURCES AND COMPETENCIES 

Management and the Board have extensive international exploration, development and mining 

experience as well as considerable operational depth and knowledge, and experience in global 

capital markets. Argentine-based management and representatives on the Board provide support to 

the strategy by building relationships with Argentine government institutions and stakeholders. The 

Company expects that it will continue to receive support from the government of the Province of 

Santa Cruz who will own 10% of PGSA through Fomicruz SE. 
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MANAGEMENT’S DISCUSSION AND ANALYSIS (continued) 

 

OVERALL PERFORMANCE 

The key performance driver for Patagonia is continued growth of the Company’s resource base 

through the acquisition, exploration and development of prospective mineral properties. By 

acquiring and exploring prospects of geological merit, the Company increases its chances of finding 

and developing an economic deposit to add to its growing resources. 

 

The principal factor affecting Patagonia’s performance is the development of two key projects 

including the flagship Cap-Oeste gold and silver project which has the potential of important size 

and grade, and the high-grade, short-term COSE project which has the potential to begin generating 

significant free cash flow in 2013. In addition, access to capital and the continued success of the 

exploration program are also fundamental to the Company’s growth and success.  

 

During 2010 and 2011, the Company focused its efforts on completing the expanded infill drilling at 

Cap-Oeste and at the nearby high-grade COSE deposit, both located on the El Tranquilo property 

block. In July 2011, the infill and extension drilling campaign at Cap-Oeste was completed.  Further 

expansion drilling is continuing at the Cap-Oeste deposit, which remains open along strike in both 

directions and down plunge. In addition, an engineering study is being conducted on the COSE 

deposit which will support the Environmental Impact Assessment (“EIA”) in preparation for 

construction of the underground decline. Construction of the Lomada trial heap leach facility which 

began in 2010 was completed in May 2011. The trial heap leach facility operated to design 

specifications during the month of June with gold successfully being accumulated onto active 

carbon. However, severe freezing conditions during the Austral winter months of July and August 

have impeded the trial operation. The trial which will resume at the beginning of October is now 

expected to be completed at the end of November. 

 

June 30, 2011 and Subsequent Events - Financing and Corporate Highlights: 

(Full details can be found on our website at www.patagoniagold.com) 

 In May 2010, the Company raised approximately $20.0 million in equity capital before 

expenses. The funds were used to advance the Company’s various exploration and 

development projects, to commence work on the Lomada trial heap leach project 

construction and for general working capital purposes. 

 As at December 31, 2010, the Company had $10.5 million in cash and cash equivalents on 

hand. 

 In March 2011, Patagonia agreed with the Barrick Sellers to amend the original property 

acquisition agreement regarding the Cap-Oeste, COSE, Manchuria and Lomada gold and 

silver deposits, whereby the “Back in Right” was exchanged for a 2.5% NSR royalty, 

effective immediately. The NSR royalty does not apply to the Company’s other Santa Cruz 

properties acquired outside the Barrick Agreement, or those acquired in the Fomicruz Letter 

of Intent (“LOI”). 

 In April and May 2011, the Company raised approximately $39.2 million in equity capital 

before expenses. The funds will be used to finance an accelerated drilling program at the 

Company’s flagship Cap-Oeste gold and silver project as well as to commence the 

development and construction of the high-grade COSE gold and silver project. 

 On May 24, 2011, Patagonia appointed Philip C. Yee as Chief Financial Officer for Patagonia 

Gold Plc and its subsidiaries. 

 As at June 30, 2011, the Company had $32.2 million in cash and cash equivalents. 

 On July 1, 2011, Patagonia appointed Matthew Boyes as Chief Operating Officer for 

Patagonia Gold Plc and its subsidiaries. 
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MANAGEMENT’S DISCUSSION AND ANALYSIS (continued) 

 

June 30, 2011 and Subsequent Events - Exploration and Development Highlights: 

 In April 2010, the State Secretariat of Mining of the Province of Santa Cruz, Argentina 

(“State Secretariat of Mining”), approved the EIA and issued the necessary permit for the 

proposed trial heap leach project at Lomada. 

 In July 2010, Patagonia, through PGSA, purchased Estancia El Rincon, an area of 6,700 

hectares, which contains the Lomada trial heap leach gold project, as well as some other 

highly-prospective gold areas. 

 In September 2010, Patagonia reported a NI 43-101 compliant indicated resource estimate for 

the Manchuria gold and silver deposit of 55,684 ounces of gold equivalent (“AuEq”) at a 

cut-off grade of 0.75 grams/tonne (“g/t”) AuEq. There are also 90,682 ounces of AuEq in 

inferred resources. 

 In November 2010, the Company reported exceptionally, high-grade gold and silver 

mineralization from the COSE project which is located 2 km along strike from the Cap-

Oeste gold and silver resource. Drill hole CSE-047 intersected 5.0 metres grading 162.78 g/t 

gold and 8,622 g/t silver. 

 In November 2010, PGSA received approval from the State Secretariat of Mining for the 

biannual EIA for the El Tranquilo property block. The EIA includes the provision for the 

development of a decline access for underground drilling at COSE as well as bulk sampling 

for metallurgical test work. 

o Exceptionally, high-grade gold and silver continued to be encountered on the COSE 

project including 5.47 metres grading 274.88 g/t gold and 10,378 g/t silver from drill 

hole CSE-049. 

 In January 2011, Patagonia reported additional high-grade gold and silver mineralization from 

the COSE project, including drill hole CSE-O65-D which intersected 1.0 metre grading 

346.6 g/t gold and 16,519 g/t silver. 

 In March 2011, a Resource and Preliminary Economic Assessment (“PEA”) of the COSE 

gold and silver deposit reported: 

o Indicated resources of 20,637 tonnes grading 60.06 g/t gold and 1,933 g/t silver for 

63,835 ounces of AuEq. There were also inferred resources of 13,758 tonnes, grading 

60.06 g/t gold and 1,933 g/t silver for 42,557 ounces of AuEq. 

o A Net Present Value (“NPV”) of $63.7 million, using a base case gold price of 

$1,204 per ounce and silver $23.75 per ounce, over the 23 month life of mine 

(“LOM”). 

o Total operating cost (“OPEX”) per tonne of production during the 11 month 

production period is estimated at $167/t. 

o Total OPEX and capital cost (“CAPEX”) over the LOM is estimated at $33.0 

million, using the direct shipping option of the mined ore to smelter. 

o With a base case gold price of $1,204/oz and $23.75/oz for silver, the payback period 

is two months of production. 

 In May 2011, the Lomada trial heap leach project construction was completed on time and on 

budget; and the project was successfully commissioned. The trial operated to design 

specifications during the month of June with gold successfully being accumulated onto 

activated carbon. 

 Severe freezing conditions during the Austral winter months of July and August have reduced 

the trial operation to 25% availability. The trial which will resume at the beginning of 

October is now expected to be completed at the end of November. Plans are to extract gold 

from the carbon in early 2012. 
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MANAGEMENT’S DISCUSSION AND ANALYSIS (continued) 

 

 In June 2011, Patagonia reported drilling results from the Monte Leon gold and silver 

prospect. Specifically, wide, near-surface zones of potentially bulk mineable gold and silver 

mineralization were found over a strike length of one kilometre including 74 metres at 1.07 

g/t gold and 102 g/t silver from drill hole MLN-003. The mineralization remains open along 

strike to the north and south and down plunge. 

 In September 2011, the 2010-2011 infill and extension drilling on the Cap-Oeste gold and 

silver deposit was completed. Incoming results continue to be extremely encouraging, with 

bonanza gold and high silver grades intersected in a newly-discovered zone, including 8.91 

m grading 70.79 g/t gold and 518 g/t silver in drill hole CO-285.  

 An updated NI 43-101 compliant resource for Cap-Oeste is expected in the fourth quarter of 

2011. 

 Drilling is continuing on the Cap-Oeste deposit which remains open along strike in both 

directions and down plunge. 

 Drilling is also being carried out on La Pampa, COSE east and other prospects along the six 

kilometre strike extension at the Cap-Oeste project. 

 

Resources 

Since the acquisition of the properties under the Barrick Agreement in 2007, Patagonia has rapidly 

grown through successful exploration and development of its properties. As at September  27, 2011, 

the Company has delineated four NI 43-101 compliant gold resources on the Cap-Oeste, COSE, La 

Manchuria and Lomada projects totalling 866,030 ounces AuEq in indicated and 277,732 ounces 

AuEq in inferred resources, respectively. At the Cap-Oeste and Manchuria projects, mineralization 

remains open in all directions. 

 

Indicated Resources Grade (g/t) Metal (Oz)

Project Tonnes Au Ag AuEq Au Ag AuEq

Cap-Oeste 5,629,645 2.00 80.12 3.23 362,040 14,503,120 585,165

COSE 20,637 60.06 1,933.07 96.21 39,850 1,282,582 63,835

Manchuria 425,705 2.95 135.00 4.07 40,317 1,848,211 55,684

Lomada 5,002,016 1.00 NA NA 161,346 NA 161,346

Total Indicated 603,553 17,633,913 866,030

Inferred Resources Grade (g/t) Metal (Oz)

Project Tonnes Au Ag AuEq Au Ag AuEq

Cap-Oeste 1,053,990 1.36 47.33 2.09 46,090 1,604,030 70,767

COSE 13,758 60.06 1,933.07 96.21 26,566 855,055 42,557

Manchuria 1,469,020 1.53 49.4 1.92 72,335 2,335,236 90,682

Lomada 3,412,270 0.67 NA NA 73,726 NA 73,726

Total Inferred 218,717 4,794,321 277,732  
 

The following table and graph show the extent of drilling and the exploration expenditures incurred 

over the past two and one-half years as well as the 2011 planned budget for the respective projects. 

Because COSE has transitioned to the development phase, exploration drilling is not included in the 

2011 exploration budget, as the costs are capitalised.  
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MANAGEMENT’S DISCUSSION AND ANALYSIS (continued) 

___________________________________________________________________  

 
(Total metres drilled)   2009  2010  1H2011A  Budget 2011 

Cap-Oeste    10,293 3,082  26,058   47,000 

COSE       4,651         11,837       675           - 

Manchuria      7,019  2,611           -      4,000 

Monte Leon             -          -      3,953   13,000 

Lomada       1,149  4,602      2,484     3,000 

Other        4,508  4,770      1,631     3,500 

_____________________________________________________________________________  

 

       27,620 26,902   34,801   70,500  

_____________________________________________________________________________  

 

  

 

(Millions US$)     2009  2010  1H2011A   Budget 2011   

Exploration expenditures  $7.5  $7.2   $8.0   $18.2  

_______________________________________________________________________  
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In 2011, Patagonia significantly increased its drilling program to 70,500 metres with 47,000 metres 

or 67% of the exploration expenditures planned for Cap-Oeste. In addition, the budget increased to 

$18.2 million for 2011, an increase of almost 250% over 2009 and 2010 exploration expenditure 

levels. The majority of the 2011 Cap-Oeste exploration expenditures are aimed at the infill and 

extension drilling.  

 

EXPLORATION AND DEVELOPMENT PROJECTS 

 
El Tranquilo Property Block 
The El Tranquilo property block, which covers over 80,000 hectares is located approximately 65 km 

southeast of the town of Bajo Caracoles in Santa Cruz Province, and 120 km to the southeast of the 

Lomada project. 
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MANAGEMENT’S DISCUSSION AND ANALYSIS (continued) 

 

The El Tranquilo property block contains the Company’s flagship project, the Cap-Oeste gold and 

silver deposit, together with the nearby COSE gold and silver deposit. The Monte Leon and La 

Marciana prospects are located on the south east continuation of the Cap-Oeste structural corridor, 

11 km and 20 km respectively from Cap-Oeste.  

In addition, there are two sub-parallel trends to the northeast containing the Don Pancho and Breccia 

Valentina prospects (1.5 km) and Vetas Norte, Felix and Laguna prospects (6 km). These prospects, 

with the exception of Laguna, have been successfully explored over the past three years, including 

surface sampling, trenching and exploration drilling. All of these prospects warrant follow-up 

drilling. 

In December 2010, Patagonia staked two new exploration claims at the El Tranquilo block, for a 

total of 19,736 hectares, to cover possible further extensions of the Cap-Oeste structural corridor. 

The El Tranquilo property block holds NI 43-101 compliant resources of 649,000 ounces of AuEq 

in the indicated category on the combined Cap-Oeste and the adjacent COSE deposits. In addition, 

there are also 113,324 ounces of AuEq in inferred resources at Cap-Oeste and COSE. 

Cap-Oeste 

The Cap-Oeste gold and silver project extends from La Pampa in the northwest to the Tango 

prospect in the southeast. 

 

The Cap-Oeste mineralisation is localised along the regional scale northwest trending, moderate to 

steeply southwest dipping Bonanza Fault which has been geologically mapped at surface and 

defined under post mineral cover by geophysics over a collective strike length of almost 6 

kilometres. At Cap-Oeste, this fault is defined at the juxtaposed contact between a sub horizontal 

+280 metre thick volcanic package of variably welded, quartz crystal poor, vitric ash to lithic lapilli 

tuff and a +200 metre thick sequence of quartz crystal rich tuff unit. 

 

Cap-Oeste Deposit 
An updated Resource estimate, published in September 2009, on the Cap-Oeste gold and silver project 

reported an NI 43-101 Indicated resource of 585,165 ounces of Au Eq and 70,767 ounces of AuEq in the 

Inferred category. Drilling results confirmed the presence of a wide gold mineralised structure with a core 

containing bonanza grade gold and silver. The high grade gold values are associated with bonanza grade 

silver. The mineralisation on the Cap-Oeste project remains open in all directions. 

 
A Scoping study to investigate both open pit and underground mining methods together with various 

processing operations, including heap leach, was initiated on Cap-Oeste in February 2010. The study was 

subsequently put on hold following the discovery of the Cap-Oeste South East (COSE) shoot to allow for its 

inclusion.  

 

A second drilling campaign commenced in the fourth quarter of 2010 to increase the resource base of the 

Cap-Oeste deposit. The existing resource was predominantly based on the 150 metre long Main shoot with 

very little from the remainder of the 1,200 metre strike length due to the sparse density of the drilling.  

 

The 2010/2011 infill and extension drilling which consisted of 144 HQ diamond-core drill holes for 31,263 

metres was completed in July 2011.  Since inception, a total of 57,202 metres has been drilled on Cap-Oeste. 

Assay results are pending for 14 drill holes. 

 

Results have been highly encouraging with the Main shoot now extended down to over 400 metres depth, 

with drill hole CO-168 intersecting 14.50 metres at 10.13g/t gold and 143g/t silver. The adjacent shoot E has 

been extended down to over 260 metres depth, with drill hole CO-170 intersecting 5.87 metres at 12.72 g/t 

gold and 265 g/t silver, and drill hole CO-166-D intersecting 435.40 g/t gold and 1,006 g/t silver over 1.1 

metres within the Esperanza Fault zone.  
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MANAGEMENT’S DISCUSSION AND ANALYSIS (continued) 

 

A new zone, has been discovered with results from drill hole CO-284showing grades including 8.91 

metres at 70.79 g/t gold and 518 g/t silver in drill-hole CO-285.  

A third drilling campaign has commenced on the Cap-Oeste deposit, which remains open along 

strike in both directions and down plunge. Drilling is also being carried out on La Pampa, COSE 

east and other prospects along the six kilometre strike extension of the Cap-Oeste Project. 

Results of the infill and extension drilling campaign include: 
 

Hole No. From Interval Grade Grade 

 metres metres Au g/t Ag g/t 

CO-156-D 265.00 2.75 4.00 93 

CO-161-D 171.70 5.55 3.96 22 

CO-162-D 353.30 7.70 26.07 1,322 

including 353.30 0.95 96.60 8,152 

CO-164-D 155.00 5.00 4.17 108 

CO-168-D 401.00 14.50 10.13 143 

CO-166-D 270.00 1.10 435.40 1,006 

CO-170-D 261.40 5.87 12.72 265 

CO-181-D 137.89 6.73 35.53 53 

including 139.34 1.12 116.15 186 

CO-187-D 229.10 12.57 3.70 307 

including 232.50 2.50 9.35 568 

CO-197-D 125.10 2.25 24.50 141 

CO-206-D 48.00 3.48 8.76 1,221 

CO-213-D 190.00 13.30 8.58 508 

including 200.70 2.60 53.74 700 

CO-218-D 126.00 8.00 6.14 62 

CO-222-D 352.00 31.00 5.29 178 

including 360.00 11.00 9.40 381 

CO-227-D 344.00 4.35 14.69 383 

CO-228-D 192.00 3.10 11.03 455 

CO-229-D 389.00 2.00 29.24 563 

CO-231-D 189.36 4.44 9.56 64 

CO-239-D 120.00 5.00 9.12 176 

CO-263-D 240.00 9.00 3.01 357 

including 243.84 1.16 9.80 2,199 

CO-267-D 244.72 9.28 7.15 206 

CO-276-D 212.75 1.90 36.28 390 

CO-281-D 318.00 20.00 3.92 48 

including 326.42 3.48 9.39 154 

CO-284-D 234.00 16.00 5.91 49 

and 295.00 62.00 3.88 88 

including 343.00 14.00 8.48 255 

CO-285-D 349.20 19.20 34.29 255 

including 357.34 8.91 70.79 518 

including 357.34 0.96 434.38 2362 

*Intervals reported in the above table are not true thicknesses, PGSA estimates that these intercepts 

represent between 85-90% of the actual true thickness of mineralisation 
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MANAGEMENT’S DISCUSSION AND ANALYSIS (continued) 
 

The table below has been included for the purpose of highlighting the consistency of the high grade 

mineralisation intersected over bonanza grade interval at Cap-Oeste in hole CO-285-D 
 

Hole No From Interval (m) Grade Grade 

 
Metres Metres Au g/t Ag g/t 

CO-285-D 357.34 0.96 434.38 2362 

CO-285-D 358.30 1.45 45.93 205 

CO-285-D 359.75 0.88 18.58 107 

CO-285-D 360.63 1.62 7.57 23 

CO-285-D 362.25 0.95 16.49 138 

CO-285-D 363.20 1.00 6.93 40 

CO-285-D 364.20 1.00 85.52 1463 

CO-285-D 365.20 1.05 9.92 236 

 

 

The mineralisation intersected in drill-holes CO-284 and CO-285 is very similar in grade, 

mineralogy and style to the fault breccia hosted, super high grade, COSE mineralisation located 

approximately 1.5km to the SE of the Cap-Oeste deposit. This new zone of mineralisation at Cap-

Oeste is located close to the interpreted intersection of the Bonanza and Esperanza faults which are 

considered by management to be crucial in the control of mineralisation within the Cap-Oeste 

corridor. 

 

Additional drill-holes have been designed both along strike and down dip of the newly discovered 

zone aimed at finding the location and extent of the potential feeder for this new area of bonanza 

mineralisation. The intersections in drill-holes CO-284 and CO-285 are two of the best produced 

since exploration began at the Cap-Oeste deposit four years ago. 

 

These results highlight the undiscovered potential and quality of the projects which exists within the 

Cap-Oeste corridor. 

 

PGSA has retained Mining Engineers, Chlumsky,  Armbrust  and Meyer , LLC  of Lakewood , 

Colorado, to independently prepare a report and resource upgrade on the Cap – Oeste deposit  

which complies with NI 43-101 . The report is now scheduled for completion in Q4 2011. 
 

 

COSE Project 

The COSE Project is situated in the central portion of the El Tranquilo property block, 

approximately two kms to the southeast of the Cap-Oeste Project. The COSE Project area is 250 

square metres. Mineralised areas outside of this area are in the Cap-Oeste Project.  

 

The COSE Technical Report was prepared separately from the Cap-Oeste Project due to the highly-

distinctive mineralization at the COSE Project; namely small tonnages of bonanza-grade 

mineralization in steeply-dipping, narrow vein configuration, which would almost certainly have to 

be mined underground. This contrasts with the Cap-Oeste Project, which has medium-grade, 

disseminated mineralization, which could possibly be mined by open-pit or open-cut methods. 

 

The EIA for the El Tranquilo property block included a provision for the development of a decline 

access for underground drilling at the COSE Project, as well as bulk sampling for metallurgical 

testing, and a provision for a further 200,000 metres of drilling at the COSE Project.  
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MANAGEMENT’S DISCUSSION AND ANALYSIS (continued) 

 

The most recent renewal for the EIA was granted on November 4, 2010, with an effective duration 

of two years. In March 2011, PGSA retained Ausenco Vector to commence baseline studies, with 

the objective of establishing the pre-development environmental and social characteristics of the 

COSE Project and its surroundings, and to prepare an updated EIA for the mining of the COSE 

deposit. The updated EIA is expected to be completed in November 2011, when it will be presented 

to the State Secretary of Mining for review, with approval expected for early 2012. 

 

Pursuant to the Barrick Agreement, as amended by the Barrick Amending Agreement, all future 

production of mineral products from the COSE Project is subject to the Barrick Royalty. 

 

The COSE Project occurs wholly within the Estancia La Bajada, which was purchased in December 

2008. Access to COSE is gained by way of a 3.5 km track from the main access road that connects 

Estancia la Bajada and the Cap-Oeste Project area. There is abundant unoccupied land in the area, 

which could eventually serve as the site for mining and processing facilities. 

 

Exploration 

Upon signing the Barrick Agreement in 2007, PGSA began exploration activities throughout the El 

Tranquilo property block. The COSE deposit was discovered in 2008, initially in trench samples and 

subsequently in drill intersections. Since that time, exploration has focused on establishing a core 

resource in the area of strongest epithermal mineralization, although step out exploration drilling is 

planned in the second half of 2011. As at June 30, 2011, a total of 17,163 metres have been drilled 

in 65 holes, comprising over 5,600 samples. 

 

Mineralization 

Mineralization at the COSE Project is of the low sulfidation type, based on the presence of fine-

grained replacement quartz and adularia, widespread illite alteration, bladed textures indicative of 

hydrothermal boiling, and a mineral assemblage dominated by marcasite, arsenopyrite and silver-

bearing sulphosalts. The presence of anomalous copper and molybdenum associated with higher 

grade gold-silver mineralization suggests a component of magmatic-derived fluid. 

 

The COSE deposit occurs predominantly as hydrothermal breccia, in combination with replacement, 

veinlet and disseminated styles of mineralization, rather than as one or more discrete quartz veins. 

This is somewhat atypical for Deseado Massif deposits, perhaps reflecting a lack of open space 

during hydrothermal fluid flow. 

 

Drilling to date has defined a high grade shoot, approximately 130 metres long and 12 to 15 metres 

wide, situated in the immediate hanging wall of the COSE Breccia Fault. The ore shoot pitches 

steeply over an approximate 120 metre vertical interval, extending from 135 metres to 255 metres 

vertically below surface. Blind to the surface, mapping, trench sampling and drilling confirm that 

the high grade shoot is overlain by a broad zone of more diffuse mineralization which yields low 

level precious metal and trace element anomalism. 

 

Two main styles of mineralization are apparent in drill cores from the COSE Project. Higher grade 

gold-silver concentrations are hosted by a distinctive suite of sinuous to weakly bifurcating breccias, 

comprising argillic altered fragments of volcanic host rock in a matrix of fine grained grey quartz, 

illite, and carbonaceous material. Lower-grade mineralised envelopes, in which precious metals 

occur in veinlets and disseminations, are exhibited in the immediate hanging wall and footwall 

rocks to breccias at the COSE Project. 
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MANAGEMENT’S DISCUSSION AND ANALYSIS (continued) 

 

Drilling 

All of the drilling including two drilling campaigns from 2008 to 2010 was carried out by PGSA, as 

the project area was previously undrilled. Drilling of reverse circulation and diamond holes were 

carried out under contract by Major Drilling S.A., utilizing truck and truck mounted Universal UDR 

650 rigs. In 2008, two reverse circulation holes totalling 300 metres were drilled in order to intersect 

the COSE fault. In 2009 and 2010, a total of 41 diamond drill holes totalling 9,980 metres were 

drilled over a 250 metre strike length. The entire drilling and sampling process was supervised by a 

PGSA geologist on-site. 

 

Alex Stewart Assayers Argentina S.A., an internationally recognised and accredited laboratory 

compliant to ISO Certified 9001:2000 standards, was contracted for the geochemical analysis of the 

samples generated during the drilling campaigns at COSE. Acme Analytical Laboratories of 

Vancouver, British Columbia performed check assays on selected samples. 

 

In the COSE NI 43-101 Technical Report, Chlumsky, Armbrust & Meyer L.L.C. (“CAM”) of 

Lakewood, Colorado stated that on the basis of statistical checks, and the checks of data entry, the 

geological database was prepared according to NI 43-101 norms and was suitable for the 

development of geological and grade models. 

 

Metallurgical Testing 

SGS Minerals Services (“SGS”) in Santiago, Chile performed several tests on a set of samples from 

the COSE Project including: assays of gold in the metallic fractions, cyanide leaching in bottle tests 

and gravity separation tests. A total of 70 samples were received by SGS, which were composited 

into 25 samples at PGSA's request. 

 

After reviewing the preliminary metallurgical results, and considering the tonnage of ore present 

and the grade in the COSE ore shoot, CAM concluded that it would be much simpler to mine the ore 

in the shoot and ship it to a smelter. 

 

CAM completed a mineral resource estimate, which was effective as at May 5, 2011. The mineral 

resource estimate, which is set out in the COSE Technical Report, is summarised in the following 

table. 

 

Summary of Estimated Mineral Resources
(1)

 (Undiluted) – COSE Project

Indicated Grade (g/t) Metal (oz)

Category Tonnes Au Ag AuEq Au Ag AuEq
(2)

Indicated 20,637 60.06 1,933.07 96.21 39,850 1,282,582 63,835

Inferred
(3) 13,758 60.06 1,933.07 96.21 26,566 855,055 42,557

(1)
 Mineral resources which are not mineral reserves do not have demonstrated economic viability. The estimate of mineral resources

may be materially affected by environmental, permitting, legal, title, taxation, socio-political, marketing or other relevant issues.
(2)

 Gold equivalent (AuEq) values are calculated at a ratio of 53.5:1 gold:silver, based on a gold price of US$1,204 per troy ounce and a

silver price of US$23.75 per troy ounce and gold and silver recoveries of 95% and 90%, respectively.
(3)

 The quantity and grade of reported inferred resources in this estimation are conceptual in nature and there has been insufficient

exploration to define these inferred resources as an indicated or measured mineral resource. It is uncertain if further exploration will

result in the upgrading of the inferred resources into an indicated or measured resources category.  
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MANAGEMENT’S DISCUSSION AND ANALYSIS (continued) 

 

The COSE deposit is located 150 metres below surface and will therefore be mined by underground 

methods with a decline access. CAM has suggested a mechanised cut and fill mining method be 

adopted for the extraction of the COSE deposit. Although this mining method initially requires 

greater quantities of sublevel development, it is more appropriate for mining of narrow vein 

structurally controlled deposits such as the COSE deposit, as dilution and ore-loss can be far better 

controlled. A total ore movement of 120 tonnes per day or 3,600 tonnes per month has been used as 

the base case production forecast for the mine. 

 

Because this deposit has only been sampled by surface drilling, a relatively small number of 

intersections through the shoot are available and there is greater uncertainty than if the deposit had 

been estimated on the basis of channel samples a metre apart in drifts separated by 25 metres 

vertically. It is of interest to note that of the 38 holes on which the resource estimate is based: 

 one hole accounts for approximately 22% of the contained ounces; 

 five holes account for approximately 70% of the contained ounces (with each of those five 

holes containing over 10% of the contained ounces); and 

 ten holes account for approximately 87% of the contained ounces. 

 

This confirms the high degree of statistical uncertainty associated with any resources estimate for 

the COSE Project. In the COSE Technical Report, CAM stated that additional drilling to confirm 

the area of influence of the five high-grade holes would be prudent. 

 

Preliminary Economic Assessment(“PEA”) 

The PEA as set out in this MD&A is preliminary in nature, and it includes inferred mineral 

resources that are considered too speculative geologically to have the economic considerations 

applied to them that would enable them to be categorised as mineral reserves. There is no certainty 

that the preliminary economic assessment will be realised. 

 

Mining capital expenditures were estimated at $24.4 million, which includes the 1,980 metres of 

main decline ramp access, ore development, cross cut and stoping of the ore. Total cost per tonne 

for production during the 11 month production period was estimated at $167 per tonne and the total 

development cost is estimated at $14.3 million.  

 

It is assumed that the entire project will be constructed and mined out in a 23-month period with a 

12-month period of pre-production. The production rate is estimated at 3,600 tonnes per month. The 

overall mining cost is estimated at $14.3 million and the process capital cost is estimated at $2.8 

million. Both estimates have a confidence level of ±30%. The project operating costs are estimated 

at $413 per diluted tonne of ore or $167 per tonne. 

 

Base case metal prices used for the PEA set out in the COSE Technical Report, which can be found 

on the Company website at www.patagoniagold.com, are $1,204 per ounce of gold and $23.75 per 

ounce of silver, with recoveries of 95% and 90%, respectively. All cash flow calculations are based 

on an undiscounted model due to total project timeline of 23 months and include a 10% royalty 

payable for exported concentrates. 

 

Based on the direct shipping option treatment route, the results of PEA were: 

 Cash cost of $167 per tonne  

 Net revenue of $63.7 million, based on a gold price of $1,204 per ounce 

 Net present value of $56.8 million at a discount rate of 8% 

 Internal rate of return of 870% 

 Payback period - two months following start of production 
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MANAGEMENT’S DISCUSSION AND ANALYSIS (continued) 

 

A sensitivity analysis was run on gold and silver prices and the results are found in the table below. 

The analysis was based on the direct shipping option treatment route only, due to the smaller initial 

capital expenditure and higher potential revenue.  

 

The Project has the potential to generate significant free cash flow, especially if gold and silver 

prices remain near current levels. It is expected that 68% of contained gold and silver will be mined 

within the first four months of production, enabling a payback of capital after just 14 months 

following commencement of the decline or 2 months after the start-up of production.  
 

 Sensitivity Analysis  

 Gold Price   Silver Price   Net Present Value  

(US$/oz) (US$/oz) (Millions US$)

$1,204 $23.75 $63.7

$1,000 $20.00 $46.5

$1,100 $22.00 $55.2

$1,400 $30.00 $84.7

$1,418 $35.00 $93.8  
 

 

 

Recommendations and Future Work 

CAM concluded that work on the COSE Project has been successful in identifying mineralization of 

potential economic interest and further work is warranted to better define resources. Additional 

drilling may be required to convert currently inferred resources into indicated. 

 

With the receipt of the mineral resource estimate and PEA set out in the COSE Technical Report, 

the Company is now working to finalise the permit application for the mining of the orebody, and 

the construction of infrastructure and processing facilities. 

 

Critical capital equipment items such as jumbo loader truck have been purchased. Design work has 

been completed and construction is scheduled to start in the fourth quarter of 2011. The construction 

period is expected to be twelve months followed by production expected for eleven months in 2013. 

 

Although COSE itself is closed off, the mineralised structure containing the COSE deposit remains 

open at depth and along strike. Future deeper drilling in order to expand the deposit will be carried 

out from underground. Additional drilling is planned between COSE and Cap-Oeste to the north-

west. 

 

Exploration continues along the COSE/Cap Oeste corridor, and the potential for additional 

discoveries throughout the immediate COSE project area are considered to be high, including the 

following targets: 

 Down plunge extensions to the COSE Breccia shoot. 

 Strike extensions to the upper portion of the COSE Breccia system. 

 Repetitions of the COSE orebody along the COSE Breccia Fault and/or the COSE/Bonanza 

Fault system. 
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MANAGEMENT’S DISCUSSION AND ANALYSIS (continued) 

 

Monte Leon Prospect 

The Monte Leon prospect is located 11 km to the southeast of the Cap-Oeste deposit and within the 

same structural corridor. The Monte Leon prospect is both within the El Tranquilo mineral property 

block and the Estancia La Bajada.  

 

Monte Leon prospect was identified in 2010 by PGSA’s exploration teams using high-definition 

Landsat imagery and has been advanced through geophysics, mapping, rock chip sampling and 

trenching.  

 

The prospect has now been defined over a 400 metre wide x 2,600 metre long north-south trending 

area hosting outcropping zones of veining, hydrothermal brecciation and silicification. Continuous 

channel samples in trenching on the 1,800 metre long central area known as the ‘Vein zone’ have 

returned grades of up to 1.01 g/t gold over 48 metres, including 5.05 g/t gold over 7.50 metres. The 

combined precious metal and pathfinder geochemistry, rock types and textures of mineralisation are 

all characteristic of that found in the upper paleolevels of epithermal systems elsewhere in the 

Deseado Massif. 

 

A geophysical dipole gradient array IP and resistivity survey has been conducted at Monte Leon, 

broadly centred on the Vein zone. This survey has highlighted a continuous 200 metre wide x 1,800 

metre long, north-south trending, coincident zone of strong chargeability and resistivity, the 

strongest part of which extends over a strike length of approximately 700 metre immediately north 

of the Vein zone and remains open to the north. 

 

A trenching program comprising 16 trenches (TR-006-MLN to TR-021-MLN), for a total length of 

4,007 metres, has been completed during the first quarter of 2011 over the Vein zone.  

 

Results from the trenching program include: 
 Trench From Interval Grade 

Trench No. metres metres metres Au g/t 

TR-007-MLN 308 226.80 4.00 1.00 
TR-011-MLN 305 217.00 2.00 2.70 
And  257.50 26.50 0.48 
TR-012-MLN 193 140.50 1.70 1.05 
TR-013-MLN 441 320.00 9.50 0.74 
TR-014-MLN 259 14.00 24.20 0.47 
TR-015-MLN 275 46.00 32.00 0.87 
And  200.00 22.00 1.05 
TR-016-MLN 181 34.00 5.00 1.80 
And  98.50 48.00 1.01 
Including  98.50 7.50 5.05 
TR-018-MLN 260 52.00 28.00 0.30 
TR-021-MLN 16 2.00 7.00 0.99 

 

Given that the current land surface at Monte Leon is interpreted as being high in a paleo-epithermal 

system, these anomalous values are very significant and are seen as overlying a potential gold-silver 

rich system at depth. 

 

In the first half of 2011, a total of 3,953 metres of diamond drilling was completed on the Vein 

zone. For 2011, the Company expects to drill 13,000 metres. 
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La Marciana Prospect 
The newly-discovered La Marciana Prospect was also identified using high-definition Landsat 

imagery. It is located on the southeast continuation of the Cap-Oeste structural corridor, 

approximately 20 km from the Cap-Oeste gold and silver project. 

 

At La Marciana, regional mapping and sampling has identified a series of spatially extensive 

brecciated sinter occurrences. Highly anomalous pathfinder element geochemical results returned 

from the sampling confirms the potential of the sinters to represent the upper levels of a large scale, 

hot spring style, precious metal bearing epithermal system, similar to other deposits worldwide, 

including the world class McLaughlin and Toka Tindung gold deposits. 

 

The central portion of the La Marciana Prospect area encompasses two individual sinter occurrences 

named the Main and Western sinters of approximately 15 and three hectares respectively. These 

occurrences are interpreted to be comprised of paleosurface silica rich outflows, potentially 

originating from concealed feeder structures related to a Jurassic aged, precious metal bearing 

epithermal system at depth. 

 

A geophysical dipole gradient array IP and resistivity survey has been conducted at La Marciana 

covering approximately 6 square km containing the Main and Western sinter areas. The results of 

this geophysical survey will facilitate future exploration targeting. 

 

La Paloma Property Block  

 

Lomada de Leiva Gold Project 

The Lomada gold heap leach project is located in north-western Santa Cruz Province, on the La 

Paloma property block, approximately 40 km to the south of the town of Perito Moreno.  

 

In August 2007, CAM prepared a mineral resource estimate for Lomada including 161,346 oz 

contained gold in the indicated category. In addition, there was reported 73,726 oz contained gold in 

the inferred category. 

 

In 2008, CAM completed a scoping study based on the 2007 mineral resource estimate and 

investigated three alternative processing options. The run-of-mine heap leaching was clearly the 

most attractive with lower costs and higher profitability, despite lower recoveries. This option 

required lower pre-production capital of $8.5 million, recoverable within 14 months of start-up, with 

production of 21,000 ounces of gold per year, for LOM of seven years, at a cash cost of $299 per 

ounce of gold, resulting in pre-tax project cash flow of $137.5 million, based on a gold price of 

$1,400 per ounce of gold and a recovery of 80%.  

Highlights: 

  NI 43-101 compliant Indicated resources of 161,346 ounces of gold , with a further inferred 

resource of 73,726 ounces 

 Pre-production capital costs of $8.5 million 

 Initial production of 2,200 ounces 

 Cash costs of $299/ounce 

 LOM 7 years, starting in 2012 

 Project cash flow before tax, of $137.5 million, based on a gold price of $1,400/oz.  

 The project has considerable growth potential with conversion of the inferred resources by 

infill drilling together with developing additional resources 
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Management decided to proceed with the Lomada heap leach project on a trial basis. The first stage 

of the trial heap leach project consisted of constructing a 50,000 tonne trial heap leach pad and 

processing facility, which based on 70% recovery, is estimated to yield approximately 2,500 ounces 

of gold for the first six metre loading. The trial is expected to yield approximately 2,200 ounces of 

gold in 120 days. 

 

In April 2010, Patagonia received approval of the EIA from the State Secretary of Mining for the 

Province of Santa Cruz for the 50,000 tonne trial heap leach operation. Construction of the trial heap 

leach pad commenced in September 2010 and loading of the pad was completed in the first quarter 

of 2011. The processing facility and irrigation system was completed and commissioned in May 

2011 on time and on budget.  

 

The trial operated to design specifications during the month of June with gold being accumulated 

onto activated carbon.  However, severe freezing conditions during the Austral winter months of 

July and August have reduced the trial operation with only 25% availability. The trial which will 

resume at the beginning of October is now expected to be completed at the end of November. 

 

The design of the gold room to process the Lomada gold is now complete and tenders are currently 

being sought for its construction. The gold room is scheduled to be completed in the first quarter of 

2012.  Plans are to extract the gold from the carbon in early 2012. 

 

The Company is continuing with the trial in order to determine leaching kinetics and performance to 

support the design of the main heap leach project in 2012. Following the successful operation of the 

above trial heap leach pad, the trial will be expanded by raising the pad from the current 6 metres 

height to 12 metres to test the kinetics of the piling. This will expand the trial from 50,000 tonnes to 

180,000 tonnes. The expanded trial is expected to yield approximately 8,000 ounces of gold. 

Earthworks and liner placement are complete. Ore loading and irrigation is now expected to 

commence in the fourth quarter 2011.  

 

Lomada Resource Upgrade: 

The Lomada project has growth potential through additional infill drilling of inferred resources and 

the future development of additional resources. PGSA recently completed an extension and infill 

drilling campaign aimed at enlarging the resource and advancing the inferred part of the resource 

into an indicated category. The campaign was completed during the first quarter of 2011. The 

Company has retained CAM to complete an upgrade of the mineral resource estimate, scheduled for 

completion in the third quarter of 2011. The updated mineral resource estimate, together with the 

results from the trial heap leach, will be used to update the 2009 scoping study prior to the 

commencement of the main heap leach project. 

 

Pursuant to the Barrick Agreement, within 90 days of the delineation of a NI 43-101 indicated 

resource of 200,000 troy ounces or greater of gold or AuEq on the La Paloma property block, which 

hosts the Lomada Project, the Barrick Sellers are entitled to receive a cash payment of $1.5 million 

from PGSA. This threshold has not been triggered. In addition, pursuant to the Barrick Amending 

Agreement, all future production of mineral products from the Lomada Project is subject to the 

Barrick Royalty. 

 
La Manchuria Property Block 
The La Manchuria property block, which consists of five mining concessions covering 5,575 

hectares, is located in the central part of Santa Cruz Province, approximately 50 km to the southeast 

of and within carting distance of the Cap-Oeste project. The La Manchuria Property contains the 

Main Zone deposit. 
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Pursuant to the Fomicruz LOI, PGSA will acquire certain mining properties (that comprise part of 

the Fomicruz Properties) contiguous with the La Manchuria property block to the southeast. 
 
PGSA owns a 100% interest in the La Manchuria property block on which the Manchuria Project is 

located. Pursuant to the Barrick Agreement, as amended by the Barrick Amending Agreement, all 

future production of mineral products from the Manchuria Project is subject to the Barrick Royalty. 

 

The surface land associated with the Manchuria project is the Estancia La Pilarica surface property. 

In September 2009, PGSA signed a new access and exploration agreement with the landowner of 

Estancia La Pilarica which permits surface land access, exploration, use of water and drilling for a 

two year period. The agreement is renewable for an additional two year periods. 

 

No previous mining or significant exploration activity has been conducted on the La Manchuria 

property, and there are no mineral reserves, historic mine workings, tailings, tailings ponds, or waste 

deposits in the Manchuria Project area. The property is not subject to any environmental liabilities 

related to exploration or mining activities.  

 

The current EIA with respect to the Manchuria Project was approved on April 25, 2011 and remains 

valid until April 2013. PGSA has obtained the relevant permits, issued by the pertinent government 

water resources authority of Santa Cruz Province, for the use of water during the drill campaigns. 

No other permits are required for the continuation of exploration and/or definition drilling at the 

Manchuria Property. 

 

Exploration 

Since its acquisition in 2007, three phases of exploration from January 2008 to February 2010 have 

completed soil geochemistry, mapping, trenching, sampling, drilling of 110 holes and 17,847 

metres, a petrographic study, and a topography survey. Since the completion of Phase 3, another 

geophysical survey, and more sampling, mapping, trenching and reconnaissance work have been 

completed. 

 

Mineralisation 

The most important area of mineralisation on the Manchuria property is located in the area known 

as the "Main Zone". It is located in the southeast portion of the Jenny property, covering an area 500 

metres along strike (northwest/southeast) by 200 metres wide. 

 

Two alteration types have been recognised at the Manchuria Project: hypogene and supergene. The 

typical zonation of low sulphidation epithermal systems has been observed on the surface at the 

Manchuria Project. The central zone consists of quartz-adularia and pervasive silica-adularia 

alteration associated with veins and veinlets. The argillic alteration forms a halo surrounding the 

silicified zone and is in turn surrounded by a propylitic alteration zone. Supergene alteration is 

uniformly distributed in the rhyolite and blocky dacite to a depth of approximately 25 metres below 

surface.  It has been observed that the veins dominantly strike northwest to north-northwest 

(azimuth of 315º to 335º) and dip between 75º and 90 º to the northeast. 

 

Metallurgical Testing 

PGSA contracted SGS Minerals Services of Santiago, Chile to perform metallurgical tests on the 

Manchuria Project samples. The initial tests were to determine the gold and silver recoveries using a 

cyanide leach on seventeen core reject composite samples. This was followed by gravity and 

flotation recovery tests of three composites representing mineralization from the southern, northern 

and central parts of the deposit. SGS received 24 samples from PGSA to form 17 composite 

samples. 
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Metallurgical tests completed to date are preliminary, and show all three operations recover gold 

and silver to a lesser or greater degree. Further tests are required on a larger sample size to quantify 

the recoveries in order to design a process flow sheet. 

 

The current estimate of mineral resources at the Manchuria Project was completed by Micon and set 

out in the Manchuria NI 43-101 Technical Report. The effective date of the mineral resources 

estimate is September 15, 2010. 
 
Summary of Estimated Mineral Resources

(1),(2)
 (Undiluted) – Manchuria Project

Indicated Grade (g/t) Metal (oz)

Category Tonnes Au Ag AuEq
(2) Au Ag AuEq

Indicated - Oxide 141,570 1.91 139.1 3.12 8,675 633,338 14,198

Indicated - Hypogene 284,136 3.46 133.0 4.54 31,642 1,214,873 41,486

Indicated Total 425,706 2.95 135.0 4.07 40,317 1,848,211 55,684

Inferred - Oxide
(3)

496,179 1.33 42.5 1.66 21,138 678,485 26,462

Inferred - Hypogene
(3)

972,840 1.64 53.0 2.05 51,197 1,656,751 64,220

Inferred Total
(3)

1,469,019 1.53 49.4 1.92 72,335 2,335,236 90,682
(1)

 Mineral resources which are not mineral reserves do not have demonstrated economic viability. The estimate of mineral resources

may be materially affected by environmental, permitting, legal, title, taxation, socio-political, marketing or other relevant issues.
(2)

 Gold equivalent (AuEq) values are calculated at a ratio of 53.5:1 gold: silver, based on a gold price of US$925 per troy ounce and a

silver price of US$14.5 per troy ounce, gold and silver recoveries of 95% and 60%, respectively and a breakeven cutoff og 0.75 g/AuEq tonne.
(3)

 The quantity and grade of reported inferred resources in this estimation are conceptual in nature and there has been insufficient

exploration to define these inferred resources as an indicated or measured mineral resource. It is uncertain if further exploration will

result in the upgrading of the inferred resources into an indicated or measured resources category.  
 

Future Work 

PGSA's exploration budget for 2011 and 2012 is approximately $768,000 and $362,000, 

respectively.  Further metallurgical testing is not planned for 2011 and 2012. The work includes a 

drilling campaign of approximately 4,000 metres and sampling and assaying of approximately 1,200 

samples. 

 

More work is required to determine the altitude and orientation of section 5275N as it has an impact 

on mineralization as well as the lithology. In addition, more work is required to determine the 

location and altitude of the F1 Fault and a better understanding of the impact of oxidation on the 

grade and continuity of mineralization is required. Finally, the Company expects to investigate the 

potential for mineralization along strike. It appears to be open to the northeast and the southeast. 

 

Regional Exploration 

In addition to the three main property blocks; El Tranquilo, La Paloma and La Manchuria, PGSA 

has a further 20 exploration claims, for approximately 133,000 hectares, located within the highly 

prospective Deseado Massif. 

 

Two exploration teams are dedicated to advancing these 20 claims, with first pass, reconnaissance 

exploration now completed on the majority of the properties. A second pass detailed exploration 

programme is in progress on the more prospective properties. This second pass is designed to 

identify successful drill targets on the Sarita and El Bagual properties. 
 
Sarita Property 
The Sarita property, area 7,890 hectares, is located 50 km to the southeast of PGSA’s Manchuria 

project and 9 km to the north-west, and on the same trend, as the silver-rich (gold bearing) Mina 

Martha Mine (Coeur D´Alene). Lineaments from the Martha trend can be traced on satellite imagery 

into the Sarita property which also contains similar lithological units. 
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Detailed mapping and sampling has identified several discrete mineralised northwest corridors 

hosting persistent quartz veins/breccias. Significant mineralisation has been observed in quartz veins 

of polymetallic style up to three metres in width. Rock chip samples from discrete vein structures 

and aligned float have returned gold and silver grades up to 83.4 g/t gold and up to 15,444 g/t silver, 

as well as > 1 per cent copper in separate samples. A trenching program of > 1,000 metres is in 

progress.  

 

A second style of mineralisation has also been discovered at Sarita, postulated as analogous to the 

Las Calandrias deposit. Quartz-breccias, veins and silicified zones hosted in a rhyolitic flow-banded 

dome within a brecciated corridor, up to 80 metres wide, has been traced over 350 metres and 

remains open along strike. Wide spaced sampling has returned gold values consistently over 1 g/t 

gold, up to 4.88 g/t gold, in comb quartz and quartz-sulphide breccias. A recently completed 

geophysical survey has outlined a chargeability anomaly coincident with the most significant 

mineralisation within the above corridor.  

 

A 2,500 m reverse circulation drilling program is scheduled to commence in the fourth quarter of 

2011 at Sarita to test the above mentioned discoveries. 

 
El Bagual Property 
The property which includes an area of 5,717 hectares, is located in a circular structure, 5 km in 

diameter, hosting favourable lithology (Jurassic volcanic rocks) associated with a prominent 

lineament trending north-south and north-northeast where geochemical results highlighted an 

anomalous gold-mercury corridor within which several targets have been defined.  

 

Gold mineralisation is hosted by chalcedony stockwork/veinlets and infill quartz veins/breccias 

distributed in two contiguous, sub-parallel corridors approximately 100 metres wide. Systematic 

rock chip sampling returned values up to 6.7 g/t gold. Results from historic drilling include 25.15 

metres grading 0.68 g/t Au from 180.15 metres and 45.60 metres grading 0.48 g/t Au from 139 

metres. 

 

A 2,500 metre drill program has been designed to test this potential bulk tonnage low grade target. It 

is scheduled to commence in the fourth quarter of 2011. 

 

 

OUTLOOK 

In the second half of 2011, the Company is awaiting the results for or contemplating the following 

activities: 

 

Exploration: 

 Additional drilling on the Cap-Oeste project 

 Exploration drilling of other targets on the El Tranquilo property block including Monte Leon  

 Exploration drilling programs on Sarita and El Bagual prospects 

 

Resource Updates: 

 Resource upgrade for Cap-Oeste scheduled for the fourth quarter of 2011 

 A resource update for the Lomada mineral resource estimate is scheduled for the fourth 

quarter of 2011 
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Studies: 

 Completion of the engineering study on COSE in the fourth quarter of 2011 

 An updated EIA for COSE is expected to be complete in the fourth quarter 

 Metallurgical testing on Cap-Oeste and Monte Leon 

 

Development: 

 COSE construction is scheduled to start in the fourth quarter of 2011 

 Expansion of trial heap leach project at Lomada 

 

Corporate: 

 Patagonia is contemplating a dual listing of its ordinary shares on a North American stock 

exchange.  

 

The Company’s ability to meet the targets identified above is subject to various risks, uncertainties 

and assumptions, some of which are discussed under “Risks and Uncertainties” below and can be 

found in the “Forward-Looking Information” section below.  

 

RESULTS OF OPERATIONS  

The following table summarises selected unaudited financial data for the Company’s financial 

operations for the six months ended June 30, 2011 and 2010 in United States dollars and using 

International Financial Reporting Standards as adopted by the European Union. 

 

 
 

Patagonia is a gold and silver exploration and development company and is approaching the stage 

where the Company will begin to generate operational revenue. 

 

As at June 30, 2011, the Company’s cash balance totaled $32.2 million in cash and cash equivalents, 

an increase of $16.3 million over the June 30, 2010 cash balance of $15.9 million. 

 

 

 

 

 $ 15.92 

 

Six months ended June 30 2011 2010 

(US$ millions) 

Cash $ 32.18 

Total assets 48.38                   20.30                   

Total liabilities (5.10)                   (1.01)                   

Equity $ 43.28 $ 19.29 

Exploration costs $ (8.01) $ (4.12) 

Administrative costs (7.98)                   (1.54)                   

Net finance income 0.02                     0.02                     

Loss for the year attributable to equity holders $ (15.97) $ (5.64) 

Other comprehensive (loss) (0.52) (0.65) 

Total comprehensive loss $ (16.49) $ (6.29) 

Basic and diluted loss per share (US$) $(0.02) $(0.01) 
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The Company’s total assets increased significantly to $48.4 million as at June 30, 2011 from $20.3 

million as at June 30, 2010, primarily due to the Company’s successfully completion of a brokered 

placement in April and May 2011 that raised $39.2 million in capital before expenses (£24.25 

million).  Net proceeds were $37.8 million and these funds will be used to fund the accelerated drill 

program at Cap-Oeste and to commence the development and construction of the COSE project in 

2011.  

 

Total liabilities for the Company increased by $4.1 million to $5.1 million as at June 30, 2011 from 

$1.0 million as at June 30, 2010, primarily due to increased accruals and trade balances payable as a 

result of increased exploration activity in 2011.  

 

The following chart summarises exploration expenditures for the El Tranquilo (including Cap-Oeste 

and COSE projects), La Manchuria (including Manchuria project), La Paloma (including Lomada 

project) and Regional Exploration targets for the last two and one-half years: 

  

 
 

Total exploration costs for the six months ended June 30, 2011 were $8.0 million compared to $4.1 

million in the same period of 2010.  In 2011, Patagonia plans to significantly increase its drilling 

program for the year to approximately 70,500 metres, an increase of 43,598 metres more than 2010, 

with 68% of the budgeted metres for 2011 targeted for Cap-Oeste. In addition, the exploration 

budget for 2011 has been increased to $18.2 million, an increase of over $10.0 million over 2010 

budgeted exploration expenditures. 

 

Total administration costs in the first half of 2011 totaled $ 8.0 million, an increase of $6.5 million 

from $1.5 million in the same period of 2010. The increase in administrative costs is due primarily 

to an increase in share-based payments charge, totaling $6.9 million (a non-cash item) as a result of 

increased volume of options issued in 2011 and a higher expected volatility factor used in the Black-

Scholes valuation in 2011.    

 

Net finance income for the period January 1, 2011 to June 30, 2011 was $0.02 million, unchanged 

from the same period a year ago reflecting lower interest despite higher cash balances. 

 

The loss attributable to equity holders for the first six months of 2011 was $16.0 million compared 

to $5.6 million loss for the same period in 2010.  

 

Other comprehensive loss for the period January 1, 2011 to June 30, 2011 amounted to $0.5 million 

compared to $0.6 million for the same period in 2010.  The $0.1 million variance was largely due to 

the exchange loss on translation to US dollars. 

 

 

 

Exploration Expenditures By Property Block 

(millions US$) 2009 2010 1H 2011A Budget 2011 

El Tranquilo $4.3 $5.1 $7.3 $13.9 

La Manchuria 1.1 1.2 0.2 1.3 

La Paloma 0.8 0.3 - - 

Regional Exploration 0.6 0.3 0.2 1.4 

Other 0.7 0.3 0.3 1.6 

Total Exploration Expenditures $7.5 $7.2 $8.0 $18.2 
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Total comprehensive loss for the six months ended June 30, 2011 was $16.5 million, an increased 

loss of $10.2 million from the total comprehensive loss of $6.3 million for the same period in 2010. 

The difference is due primarily to the higher exploration costs, higher administrative costs and 

higher exchange loss on translation of foreign operations in the six months ended June 30, 2011 

than in the same six month period in 2010. 

 

 
 

 

LIQUIDITY AND CAPITAL RESOURCES  

Liquidity risk is low as the majority of the surplus cash is invested in the U.K. in term deposits with 

short term duration and cash balances are held primarily in highly-rated U.K. and Argentine 

financial institutions and are readily available to the Company to meet its working capital 

requirements and financial obligations as they become due. 

 

Cash flow is closely monitored and is reported to the Board compared to the approved budget for 

the year. The Company has sufficient working capital to meet its commitments and to complete the 

exploration and development plans for the year. In addition, the Company remains confident in its 

ability to secure additional funding for future development as required. 

 

As at June 30, 2011, the Company’s cash position totalled $32.2 million, including $28.6 million in 

short-term deposits and $3.6 million in bank and cash balances. This compares to $15.9 million as at 

June 30, 2010 including $15.2 million in short-term deposits. The higher cash position as at June 30, 

2011 is due to the successful brokered placement of $39.2 million in April and May 2011. 

 

Cash used in investing activities for the period January 1, 2011 to June 30, 2011 totalled $5.9 

million including $6.0 million spent on purchase of property, plant and equipment. Cash used in 

investing activities for the period January 1, 2010 to June 30, 2010 was significantly less at $64,000. 

This reflects the significant investment and focus of the Company in exploration and development 

in 2011. 

 

Net cash flow from operating activities amounted to $9.7 million including $8.0 million for 

exploration costs, whilst administrative costs amounted to $8.0 million including $6.9 million in 

share based payments charge. The increase in share based payments charge is due to higher volume 

of share options issued in 2011 and the higher volatility factor used in the Black-Scholes valuation 

model in 2011. This was $2.6 million higher than the net cash used in operating activities for the 

period January 1, 2010 to June 30, 2010 of $7.1 million mainly due to higher exploration 

expenditures in 2011. 

 

Historically, the Company’s ability to generate sufficient amounts of cash has been through 

successful brokered placements. Certain economic factors such as ongoing economic uncertainty, 

currency volatility and a possible downturn in the global economy could affect the Company’s 

ability to generate funding in the future. 

Summary of Six Months Results 

(US$ Millions) 1H 2011 2H 2010 1H 2010 2H 2009 

Net Loss Attributable to Equity Holders  $ (16.49)  $ (4.83)  $ (6.29)  $ (4.60) 

Net Loss per Share (US Cents)  $ (2.29)  $ (0.83)  $ (0.91)  $ (0.78) 

Exploration and development expenses $ (8.01) $ (3.11) $ (4.13) $ (3.48) 

Administrative costs $ (7.98) $ (2.61) $ (1.54) $ (1.22) 
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SHARES OUTSTANDING     

       As at June 30, 2011 As at September 27, 2011 
______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
Ordinary Shares      734,540,878   735,890,878 
Unexercised Share Options      62,725,000        63,225,000 
______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
Fully Diluted       797,265,878   799,115,878 
__________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
(See notes 7 and 8) 

 

INTERNAL CONTROLS OVER FINANCIAL REPORTING  

The Board has overall responsibility for Patagonia’s system of internal control. However, such a 

system is designed to manage rather than eliminate the risk of failure to achieve business objectives, 

and can only provide reasonable and not absolute assurance against material mis-statement. 

There have been no changes in Patagonia’s internal control over financial reporting during the six 

months ended June 30, 2011 that materially affect, or are reasonably likely to materially affect, 

internal controls over financial reporting. 

 

RISKS AND UNCERTAINTIES  

The Company faces a high degree of risk due to the nature of the Company's business and present 

stage of exploration and development of its mineral properties. An investment in the securities of 

the Company is subject to various risks and uncertainties, including those set out below, under the 

heading "Cautionary Note Regarding Forward-Looking Information" and elsewhere in this MD&A. 

A prospective investor should carefully consider such risks and uncertainties before making any 

investment decision. Additional risks and uncertainties not presently known to the Company or that 

the Company currently deems immaterial may also impair the Company's business operations. If 

any of the possibilities described in such risks actually occurs, the Company's business, financial 

condition and operating results could be materially adversely harmed. 

The following risk factors, which are not exhaustive, are primarily related to the mineral operations 

and to financial matters, and they could materially affect the Company's business, financial 

condition or results of operations and could cause actual events to differ materially from those 

described in forward-looking statements relating to the Company. For a complete list, please refer to 

Patagonia’s Annual Information Form which can be found on the Company website at 

www.patagoniagold.com. 

Risks Associated with Patagonia's Operations and Mineral Exploration 

Political and economic instability and uncertainty in Argentina could delay Patagonia's 

exploration and development activities. 

Patagonia's mineral properties are located in Argentina where the economy has a history of 

instability. Future instability or uncertainty could negatively affect Patagonia's ability to operate 

effectively in the country and to achieve its plans for further exploration activities and develop its 

properties. Since 1995, Argentina's economy has experienced periods of instability, which include 

high inflation, capital flight and default on international debt, high unemployment and high 

government budget deficits. During these periods, the country experienced domestic disturbances 

and riots, government resignations, currency devaluation and instability in the banking system. The 

inflation rate in Argentina varies considerably and in 2010, ranged between 20% and 25%. Similar 

disorder in the future, including continued high inflation or significant increases in the rate of 

inflation, could pose serious potential problems associated with the Company's ability to raise  

additional capital and could make it difficult or impossible for Patagonia to operate effectively in 

the country. 
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Operating in a foreign country usually involves uncertainties relating to political and economic 

matters. Any change of government may result in changes to government legislation and policy 

which may include changes that impact Patagonia's ownership of and its ability to continue 

exploration and, possibly, the development of its numerous properties. Further, changes in the 

government may result in political and economic uncertainty which may cause Patagonia to delay 

its exploration and, possibly, its development activities or they may decrease the willingness of 

investors to provide financing to Patagonia. Accordingly, changes in legislation and policy could 

result in increased costs to explore and develop the Santa Cruz Projects and could require Patagonia 

to delay or suspend these activities. 

 

While Santa Cruz Province, where Patagonia's principal mineral properties are located, is 

considered by the Company to be a mining-friendly jurisdiction, certain other provinces in 

Argentina have enacted various laws either banning mining activities entirely or severely restricting 

the areas in which mining activities may be carried out. Changes, even if minor in nature, may 

adversely affect Patagonia's operations. 

 

There is no assurance that Patagonia will acquire the necessary permits and licenses to explore, 

develop and mine its mineral projects or will be able to comply with the conditions of such 

permits and licenses. 

Patagonia's current exploration program and future operations require licenses and permits from 

various governmental authorities and such operations are governed by laws and regulations 

governing various elements of the mining industry. The issuance of such licenses and permits may 

require conditions to be satisfied and/or be subject to the exercise of discretion by such authorities. 

In addition, such licenses and permits are subject to changes in regulations and in various operating 

circumstances. Where required, obtaining necessary licenses and permits can be a complex and 

time-consuming process. The costs and delays associated with obtaining necessary licences and 

permits could stop or materially delay or restrict Patagonia from proceeding with the development 

of an exploration project. There can be no assurance that all permits which Patagonia may require 

for future exploration or possible future development will be obtainable at all or on reasonable 

terms. In addition, future changes in applicable laws or regulations could result in changes in legal 

requirements or in the terms of existing permits applicable to Patagonia or its properties. This could 

have a negative effect on the Company's exploration activities and/or the ability to develop its 

properties. 

 

Patagonia received the necessary permit (by virtue of the approval for the relevant EIA) for the trial 

heap leach operation at the Lomada Project in April 2010; the amendment to the Lomada EIA for 

the heap leach expansion was submitted to the State Secretariat of Mining of the Province of Santa 

Cruz in May 2011 and is pending approval. The Company also received the necessary permits (by 

virtue of approval of the relevant EIAs) for its current operations on the El Tranquilo property block 

(covering the COSE Project and the Cap-Oeste Project) in November 2010 and for the La 

Manchuria Project in April 2011. The EIAs must be renewed two years from their respective dates 

of issuance. 

 

Changes in the market price of gold, which in the past has fluctuated widely, will affect 

Patagonia's financial condition. 

If Patagonia commences production, the Company's profitability will be dependent upon the market 

price of gold and any other metals contained in minerals discovered.  Historically, gold prices have 

fluctuated widely and are affected by numerous external factors beyond the Company's control,  

including industrial and retail supply and demand, the strength of the United States dollar (the 

currency in which the price of gold is generally quoted), confidence in global monetary system,  
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sales and purchases of gold, exchange rates, expectations with respect to inflation rates, interest 

rates, changes in global economies, central bank lending, forward sales of gold and other metals, 

speculative trading, production and cost levels in major producing regions, short-term changes in 

supply and demand because of speculative hedging activities, terrorism and war, and other global or 

regional political or economic events. 

 

If the price of gold drops significantly, the economic prospects of the projects in which the 

Company has an interest could be significantly reduced or rendered uneconomical. Although gold 

has recently been trading at prices that are historically high, there can be no assurance that these 

price levels will continue to prevail if and when Patagonia enters production. There is no assurance 

that, even as commercial quantities of gold and other metals are produced, a profitable market will 

exist for them. The exact effect of these factors cannot be accurately predicted, but any one of, or 

any combination of, these factors may result in Patagonia not receiving an adequate return on 

invested capital and a loss of all or part of an investment in securities of the Company may result. 

 

Patagonia's insurance coverage does not cover all of its potential losses, liabilities and damage 

related to its business and certain risks are uninsured or uninsurable. 

Exploration, development and production operations on mineral properties involve numerous risks, 

including unexpected or unusual geological operating conditions, rock bursts, cave-ins, ground or 

slope failures, fires, floods, earthquakes and other environmental occurrences, political and social 

instability that could result in damage to or destruction of mineral properties, personal injury or 

death, environmental damage, business interruption, delays in mining caused by industrial accidents 

or labour disputes, changes in regulatory environment, monetary losses and possible legal liability. 

 

Insurance premiums for the mining industry have increased significantly in recent years. It is not 

always possible to obtain insurance against all risks and the Company may decide not to insure 

against certain risks because of uneconomic premiums or other reasons. While Patagonia may 

obtain insurance against certain risks, such as specific property and general liability, in such 

amounts as it considers adequate, the nature of these risks are such that liabilities could exceed 

policy limits or could be excluded from coverage. There are also risks against which Patagonia 

cannot insure against or which it may elect not to insure. Patagonia has not purchased insurance for 

environmental liability, earthquake damage, mine flooding, business interruption or other hazards 

for which Patagonia believes insurance is not generally available on reasonable or acceptable terms. 

The potential costs which could be associated with any liabilities not covered by insurance or in 

excess of insurance coverage may cause substantial delays and require significant capital outlays, 

adversely affecting the future earnings, financial position and competitive position of Patagonia. 

 

Patagonia's mineral projects are in the exploration stage and may not ever result in the 

development of a producing mine. It is not possible to ensure that Patagonia's current or 

proposed exploration programs will result in a profitable commercial mining operation. 

Patagonia's mineral projects are in the exploration stage. Development of any of the projects will 

only follow upon, among other things, obtaining satisfactory exploration results and the completion 

of feasibility or other economic studies. The exploration and development of mineral deposits 

involve significant financial risks over an extended period of time which a combination of careful  

evaluation, experience and knowledge may not eliminate. While the discovery of an ore body may 

result in substantial rewards, few exploration properties are ultimately developed into producing 

mines. Major expenses may be required to establish further mineral resources by drilling and to 

construct mining and processing facilities at a site. It is impossible to ensure that Patagonia's current 

or proposed exploration programs will result in a profitable commercial mining operation. 
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The economics of exploring and developing mineral properties are affected by many factors 

including capital and operating costs, variations of the grades and tonnages of ore mined, fluctuating 

mineral market prices, costs of mining and processing equipment and such other factors as 

government regulations, including regulations relating to royalties, allowable production, importing 

and exporting of minerals and environmental protection. Whether developing a producing mine is 

economically feasible will depend upon numerous factors, most of which are beyond the control of 

Patagonia, including: the delineation of economically recoverable reserves, the availability and cost 

of required development capital, movement in the price of commodities, securing and maintaining 

title to mining tenements as well as obtaining all necessary consents, permits and approvals for the 

development of the mine. Should a producing mine be developed at any of Patagonia's mineral 

properties, other factors will ultimately impact whether mineral extraction and processing can be 

conducted economically, including actual mineralization, consistency and reliability of ore grades 

and future commodity prices, as well as the effective design, construction and operation of 

processing facilities. Patagonia's operating expenses and capital expenditures may increase in 

subsequent years as consultants, personnel and equipment associated with advancing exploration, 

development and commercial production of its properties are added. The effect of these factors 

cannot be accurately predicted, but the combination of these factors may result in Patagonia not 

receiving an adequate return on invested capital. 

 

Patagonia's estimates of its mineral resources are estimates only and are uncertain by their 

nature. 

There are numerous uncertainties inherent in estimating mineral resources. The figures for mineral 

resources contained in this MD&A are estimates only. The estimation of mineralization is a 

subjective process and the accuracy of estimates is a function of quantity and quality of available 

data, the accuracy of statistical computations, and the assumptions and judgments made in 

interpreting engineering and geological information. In respect of mineral resource estimates, no 

assurance can be given that the anticipated tonnage and grades will be achieved, that the indicated 

level of recovery will be realised or that the mineral resources can be mined or processed profitably. 

Estimates of mineral resources necessarily depend upon a number of variable factors and 

assumptions, including, among others, geological and mining conditions that may not be fully 

identified by available exploration data or that may differ from experience in current operations, 

historical production from the area compared with production from other producing areas, the 

assumed effects of regulation by governmental agencies and assumptions concerning metal prices, 

exchange rates, interest rates, inflation, operating costs, development and maintenance costs, 

reclamation costs and the availability and cost of labour, equipment, raw materials and other 

services required to mine and refine the mineralization. Estimates may have to be recalculated based 

on changes in mineral prices or further exploration or development activity. This could materially 

adversely affect estimates of the volume or grade of mineralization or other important factors that 

influence estimates. Market price fluctuations for minerals, increased production costs or reduced 

recovery rates, or other factors can adversely affect the economic viability of a project. There can be 

no assurance that mineral recoveries in small scale laboratory tests will be duplicated in larger scale 

tests under on-site conditions or during production. For these reasons, estimates of PGSA's mineral 

resources in this MD&A, including classifications thereof based on probability of recovery, may 

vary substantially. The actual volume and grade of mineral resources mined and processed may not 

be as currently anticipated in such estimates. If Patagonia's actual mineral resources are less than its  

estimates, the Company's results of operations and financial condition may be materially adversely 

affected. 
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Mineral resources that are not mineral reserves do not have demonstrated economic viability. 

Mineral resources that are not mineral reserves do not have demonstrated economic viability. The 

Company currently does not have any mineral resources that are classified as mineral reserves. 

There is no assurance that the mineral resources set out in this MD&A will be ever be classified as 

proven or probable mineral reserves as a result of continued exploration. In addition, mineral 

resources that are classified as inferred mineral resources are considered too speculative 

geologically to have economic considerations applied to them to enable them to be categorised as 

reserves. Due to the uncertainty which may attach to inferred mineral resources, there is no 

assurance that the estimated tonnage and grades as stated will be achieved or that they will be 

upgraded to measured and indicated mineral resources or proven and probable mineral reserves as a 

result of continued exploration. 

 

Patagonia's exploration and development activities are subject to all of the operational risks and 

hazards inherent to the mining industry. 

Patagonia's activities are subject to all of the hazards and risks normally incidental to exploration 

and development of mineral properties, including environmental hazards, mechanical equipment 

performance problems, industrial accidents, labour disputes, drill rig shortages, the unavailability of 

materials and equipment, encountering unusual or unexpected geologic formations, rock bursts, 

formation pressures, cave-ins, earthquakes and other Acts of God, flooding, hydrological conditions 

(including a shortage of water), fires, power failures, landslides and periodic interruptions due to 

inclement or hazardous weather conditions. Such risks could result in damage to, or destruction of, 

mineral properties, facilities and equipment, personal injury, death, environmental damage, delays 

in mining, monetary losses and potential legal liability. 

Resource exploration is a speculative business, characterised by certain risks including, among other 

things, unprofitable efforts resulting from not only the failure to discover mineral deposits but from 

finding mineral deposits which, though present, are insufficient in quantity and quality to return a 

profit from development and production. The marketability of minerals may be affected by 

numerous factors which are beyond Patagonia's control and which cannot be accurately predicted, 

such as market fluctuations, the proximity and capacity of milling facilities, mineral markets and 

processing equipment, and such factors as government regulations, including regulations pertaining 

to royalties, allowable production, exporting of minerals and environmental protection. Any one or a 

combination of these factors may result in the Company not receiving an adequate return on 

investment capital. 

 

Patagonia will require additional capital in the future to develop its mineral projects and no 

assurance can be given that such capital will be available on terms acceptable to Patagonia or at 

all. 

Patagonia has limited financial resources and will have further exploration expenditures and capital 

requirements as it proceeds to expand exploration activities at its mineral properties, develop any 

such properties, or take advantage of opportunities for acquisitions, joint ventures or other business 

opportunities that may be presented to it. The continued exploration and future development of 

Patagonia's properties will therefore depend on the Company's ability to obtain additional required 

financing through equity financing, debt financing, joint ventures or other means. In particular, any 

potential development of its projects requires substantial capital funding which Patagonia cannot 

currently quantify and does not currently have in place. Patagonia can provide no assurance that it 

will be successful in obtaining required financing as and when needed and on favourable terms or at 

all. 
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MANAGEMENT’S DISCUSSION AND ANALYSIS (continued) 

 

Volatile markets for precious metals may make it difficult for the Company to obtain debt or equity 

financing on favourable terms or at all. Where Patagonia issues shares in the future, such issuance 

will result in the then existing shareholders of the Company sustaining dilution to their relative 

proportion of the equity in Patagonia. The Company may incur substantial costs in pursuing future 

capital requirements, including investment banking fees, legal fees, accounting fees, securities law 

compliance fees, printing and distribution expenses and other costs. The ability to obtain needed 

financing may be impaired by such factors as the capital markets (both generally and in the gold 

industry in particular), the location of the projects in Argentina (a country which is prone to 

economic and political upheaval), the price of gold on the commodities markets (which will impact 

the amount of asset-based financing available) and/or the loss of key management personnel. 

Further, if the price of gold on the commodities markets decreases, then potential revenues from the 

projects will likely decrease and such decreased revenues may increase the requirements for capital. 

If Patagonia is unable to obtain additional financing on a timely basis, the Company may be 

required to reduce the scope or postpone its development or anticipated expansion, forfeit its interest 

in some or all of its properties, incur financial penalties or reduce or terminate some or all of its 

operations. 

 

The values attributed to Patagonia's property assets may not be realisable. 

Values attributed to the Patagonia's assets may not be realizable. Patagonia's ability to continue as a 

going concern depends upon a number of significant variables. The amounts attributed to 

Patagonia's exploration properties in its financial statements represent acquisition and exploration 

expenditures and should not be taken to represent realizable value. Further, Patagonia has no proven 

history of performance, revenues, earnings or success. As such, the ability of Patagonia to continue 

as a going concern will be dependent upon the existence of economically recoverable resources, the 

ability of Patagonia to obtain the necessary financing to complete the development of its interests, 

future profitable production or, alternatively, upon the ability of Patagonia to dispose of its interests 

on a profitable basis. 

 

Fluctuations in the value of the United States dollar, the British pound sterling or the 

Argentinean peso may adversely affect Patagonia's financial position. 

Capital funds for Patagonia have been raised in British pound sterling. Patagonia's mining properties 

are located in Argentina which subjects Patagonia to foreign currency fluctuation as a significant 

portion of Patagonia's current and proposed expenditures are made in currencies other than the 

British pound sterling, including the Argentinean peso and the U.S. dollar. Patagonia does not 

currently have any hedging contracts in connection with foreign currencies. The depreciation of the 

pound sterling against the U.S. dollar or the Argentinean peso would increase the costs associated 

with the exploration and development of Patagonia's properties and potentially increase future 

operating costs, taxes and royalties paid. The effects of the foreign exchange rate on operating costs 

and on future cash flows may be significant and such fluctuations may adversely affect Patagonia's 

profitability, financial position and results of operations. 

 

Patagonia is also subject to foreign currency translation fluctuations. Prior to June 30, 2011, 

Patagonia's financial results were reported in pounds sterling.  As of June 30, 2011, the Company's 

financial results are reported in U.S. dollars. Therefore, the reported financial position and results of 

the Company will be impacted by exchange fluctuations between the British pound sterling, the 

U.S. dollar, the Argentinean peso and other currencies in which Patagonia incurs expenses. 
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MANAGEMENT’S DISCUSSION AND ANALYSIS (continued) 

 

Patagonia is subject to risks relating to a deterioration of global economic conditions. 

Recent global economic market events and conditions, including disruptions in the international 

credit markets and other financial systems and the deterioration of global economic conditions, 

could impede Patagonia's access to capital or increase the cost of capital. Current global financial 

conditions have been subject to increased volatility and numerous financial institutions have either 

gone into bankruptcy or have received capital bail-outs or other relief from governmental 

authorities. Access to financing has been negatively impacted by the risk of sovereign default in 

some countries in Europe, sub-prime mortgages and the liquidity crisis affecting the asset-backed 

commercial paper market. These factors may impact the ability of Patagonia to obtain equity or debt 

financing in the future on terms that are favourable and acceptable to it. Although there have been 

indications of economic recovery through 2010 and into 2011, the future global economic outlook 

remains relatively uncertain. If these increased levels of volatility and market turmoil were to 

continue, Patagonia's results of operations could be adversely impacted and the trading price of the 

shares could be adversely affected. 

 

Estimates and assumptions used in preparing Patagonia's consolidated financial statements and 

actual amounts could differ. 

Preparation of the consolidated financial statements requires the Company to use estimates and 

assumptions. Accounting for estimates requires the Company to use its judgement to determine the 

amount to be recorded on its financial statements in connection with these estimates. On an ongoing 

basis, Patagonia re-evaluates its estimates and assumptions. However, the actual amounts could 

differ from those based on estimates and assumptions. 

 

Risks Associated with the Ordinary Shares Generally 

There is no guarantee that an investment in the Ordinary Shares will earn any positive return in 

the short or long term. 

There is no guarantee that an investment in the Ordinary Shares will earn any positive return in the 

short term or long term. The mineral exploration and development business is subject to numerous 

inherent risks and uncertainties, and any investment in the Ordinary Shares should be considered a 

speculative investment. Past successful performance provides no assurance of any future success. 

The purchase of Ordinary Shares involves a high degree of risk and should be undertaken only by 

investors whose financial resources are sufficient to enable them to assume such risks. An 

investment in the Ordinary Shares is appropriate only for investors who have the capacity to absorb 

a loss of some or all of their investment. 

 

Patagonia's Ordinary Shares are publicly traded and are subject to various factors that may make 

the Company's share price volatile. 

The market price of the Company's Ordinary Shares could fluctuate significantly. The market price 

of the Ordinary Shares may fluctuate based on a number of factors in addition to those listed in this 

MD&A, including the Company's operating performance and the performance of competitors and 

other similar companies, the public's reaction to the Company's press releases, other public 

announcements and the Company's filings with the various securities authorities, changes in 

earnings estimates or recommendations by research analysts who track the Ordinary Shares or the 

shares of other companies in the resource sector, changes in general economic conditions, the 

number of Ordinary Shares publicly traded, the arrival or departure of key personnel, acquisitions, 

strategic alliances or joint ventures involving the Company or its competitors, and the factors listed 

under the heading " Forward-Looking Information". 
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MANAGEMENT’S DISCUSSION AND ANALYSIS (continued) 

 

In addition, the market price of the Company's shares are affected by many variables not directly 

related to the Company's success and therefore not within the Company's control, including other 

developments that affect the market for all resource sector shares, the breadth of the public market 

for the Ordinary Shares, and the attractiveness of alternative investments. In recent years, the 

securities markets have experienced a high level of price and volume volatility, and the market price 

of securities of many companies, particularly those considered to be development stage companies, 

has experienced wide fluctuations which have not necessarily been related to the operating 

performance, underlying asset values or prospects of such companies. There can be no assurance 

that such fluctuations will not affect the price of the Company's securities. 

 

Patagonia has never declared or paid any dividends to its shareholders. 

The Company does not have a dividend policy and has never declared or paid any dividends to its 

shareholders. The Company intends to invest all available funds toward the development and 

growth of its business and does not expect to pay any cash dividends for the foreseeable future. The 

payment of any cash dividend to shareholders of the Company in the future will be at the discretion 

of the directors of the Company and will depend on, among other things, the financial condition, 

capital requirements and earnings of Patagonia, and any other factors that the directors of the 

Company may consider relevant. 
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MANAGEMENT’S DISCUSSION AND ANALYSIS (continued) 

 

FORWARD-LOOKING INFORMATION 

Certain statements, beliefs and opinions contained in this MD&A, particularly those regarding the 

possible or assumed future financial or other performance of Patagonia, industry growth or other 

trend projections are or may be forward looking statements. Forward-looking statements can be 

identified by the use of forward-looking terminology, including the terms "believes", "estimates", 

"anticipates", "expects", "intends", "plans", "goal", "target", "aim", "may", "will", "would", "could" 

or "should" or, in each case, their negative or other variations or comparable terminology. These 

forward-looking statements include all matters that are not historical facts. By their nature, forward-

looking statements involve risks and uncertainties because they relate to events and depend on 

circumstances that may or may not occur in the future and may be beyond Patagonia's ability to 

control or predict. Forward-looking statements are not guarantees of future performance. No 

representation is made that any of these statements or forecasts will come to pass or that any 

forecast result will be achieved. 

 

Neither Patagonia, nor any of its associates or directors, officers or advisers, provides any 

representation, assurance or guarantee that the occurrence of the events expressed or implied in any 

forward-looking statements in this MD&A will actually occur. You are cautioned not to place undue 

reliance on these forward-looking statements. 

 

Other than in accordance with its legal or regulatory obligations, Patagonia is not under any 

obligation and Patagonia expressly disclaims any intention or obligation to update or revise any 

forward-looking statements, whether as a result of new information, future events or otherwise. 

 

No statement in this MD&A is intended as a profit forecast or a profit estimate and no statement in 

this announcement should be interpreted to mean that earnings per Patagonia share for the current or 

future financial years would necessarily match or exceed the historical published earnings per 

Patagonia share. 
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INDEPENDENT REVIEW REPORT TO PATAGONIA GOLD PLC  

 

Introduction 

We have been engaged by the company to review the condensed set of financial statements in the 

half-yearly financial report for the six months ended 30 June 2011 which comprises the unaudited 

condensed consolidated statement of comprehensive income, the unaudited condensed consolidated 

interim balance sheet, the unaudited condensed consolidated interim statement of changes in equity, 

the unaudited condensed consolidated interim cash flow statement, and related notes. We have read 

the other information contained in the half yearly financial report and considered whether it contains 

any apparent misstatements or material inconsistencies with the information in the condensed set of 

financial statements.  

This report is made solely to the company in accordance with guidance contained in ISRE (UK and 

Ireland) 2410, 'Review of Interim Financial Information performed by the Independent Auditor of 

the Entity'. Our review work has been undertaken so that we might state to the company those 

matters we are required to state to them in a review report and for no other purpose. To the fullest 

extent permitted by law, we do not accept or assume responsibility to anyone other than the 

company, for our review work, for this report, or for the conclusion we have formed. 

Directors' responsibilities  

The half-yearly financial report is the responsibility of, and has been approved by, the directors.  

As disclosed in Note 1, the annual financial statements of the group are prepared in accordance with 

IFRSs as adopted by the European Union. The condensed set of financial statements included in this 

half-yearly financial report has been prepared in accordance with International Accounting Standard 

34, 'Interim Financial Reporting,' as adopted by the European Union.  

Our responsibility  

Our responsibility is to express to the Company a conclusion on the condensed set of financial 

statements in the half-yearly financial report based on our review.  

Scope of review  

We conducted our review in accordance with International Standard on Review Engagements (UK 

and Ireland) 2410, 'Review of Interim Financial Information Performed by the Independent Auditor 

of the Entity' issued by the Auditing Practices Board for use in the United Kingdom. A review of 

interim financial information consists of making enquiries, primarily of persons responsible for 

financial and accounting matters, and applying analytical and other review procedures. A review is 

substantially less in scope than an audit conducted in accordance with International Standards on 

Auditing (UK and Ireland) and consequently does not enable us to obtain assurance that we would 

become aware of all significant matters that might be identified in an audit. Accordingly, we do not 

express an audit opinion.  

Conclusion  

Based on our review, nothing has come to our attention that causes us to believe that the condensed 

set of financial statements in the half-yearly financial report for the six months ended 30 June 2011 

is not prepared, in all material respects, in accordance with International Accounting Standard 34 as 

adopted by the European Union. 

 

 

GRANT THORNTON UK LLP 

AUDITOR 

London  

27 September 2011 
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Unaudited condensed consolidated interim statement of comprehensive income  

FOR THE SIX MONTHS ENDED 30 JUNE 2011 

  Six months to 

30 June 

2011 

(unaudited) 

 Six months to 

30 June 

2010 

(unaudited) 

Year to 

31 December 

2010 

(audited) 

 Note US$ US$ US$ 

   Restated* Restated* 

Continuing operations     

Exploration costs 6 (8,013,360) 
 

(4,126,170) 
 

(7,237,230) 
 

Administrative costs     

   Share based payments charge   7 (6,951,177) (702,237) (760,572) 

   Other administrative costs  (1,024,450) 
 

(837,848) 
 

(3,387,862) 
 

  (7,975,627) (1,540,085) (4,148,434) 

Finance income  81,102 27,368 115,226 

Finance costs   (61,723) 
 

(4,425) 
 

(15,531) 
 

Loss for the period attributable to equity holders  (15,969,608) 
 

(5,643,312) 
 

(11,285,969) 
 

 

 

   

Other comprehensive (loss)/income     

(Loss)/gain on revaluation of available-for-sale     

financial assets  (41,826) (80,664) 56,680 

Exchange differences on translation     

of foreign operations  (481,013) 
 

(564,411) 
 

110,853 
 

Other comprehensive (loss)/gain for the period   (522,839) 
 

(645,075) 
 

167,533 
 

Total comprehensive loss for the period attributable 

to equity holders 

 (16,492,447) 
 

(6,288,387) 
 

(11,118,436) 
 

 

 

   

Loss per share (US$) 

 

   

Basic loss per share  (0.02) (0.01) (0.02) 

Diluted loss per share  (0.02) (0.01) (0.02) 

     

     

* Previously reported numbers are restated in United States dollars. 
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Unaudited condensed consolidated interim balance sheet  

AT 30 JUNE 2011 

 

 

30 June  

2011 

(unaudited) 

30 June  

2010 

(unaudited) 

31 December  

2010 

(audited) 

 Note US$ US$ US$ 

   Restated* Restated* 

ASSETS 

Non-current assets     

Property, plant and equipment 4 10,180,884 1,041,804 4,426,984 

Available for sale financial assets  214,201 105,645 246,881 

Other receivables 
5 5,522,444 3,070,723 

 

3,613,266 
 

  15,917,529 4,218,172 8,287,131 

Current assets     

Trade and other receivables  279,035 160,384 105,405 

Cash at bank and in hand 

 

32,183,155 

 

15,920,317 

 

10,515,423 

 

  32,462,190 16,080,701 10,620,828 

Total assets  48,379,719 20,298,873 18,907,959 

LIABILITIES      

Current liabilities     

Bank overdraft  — — (273,379) 

Trade and other payables  (4,685,252) 
 

(1,005,991) 
 

(3,570,151) 
 

  (4,685,252) (1,005,991) (3,843,530) 

Non-current liabilities     

Long-term accruals and provisions  (411,914) (2,032) 
 

(188,646) 
 

Total liabilities  (5,097,166) 
 

(1,008,023) 
 

(4,032,176) 
 

Net assets  
43,282,553 19,290,850 14,875,783 

EQUITY 

Equity attributable to equity holders of the parent     

Share capital 8 11,765,876 10,174,474 10,454,091 

Share premium account  121,080,584 79,314,448 81,507,867 

Translation reserve  (1,612,248) 3,359,058 1,850,459 

Share based payment reserve 7 9,869,986 2,891,269 2,966,838 

Retained loss  (97,821,645) 
 

(76,448,399) 
 

(81,903,472) 
 

Total equity  
43,282,553 19,290,850 14,875,783 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

* Previously reported numbers are restated in United States dollars. 
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Unaudited condensed consolidated interim statement of changes in equity 

FOR THE SIX MONTHS ENDED 30 JUNE 2011 

   Share  Share based   

  Share premium Translation payment Retained  

  capital account reserve reserve loss Total 

  US$ US$ US$ US$ US$ US$ 

Balance at 1 January 2010 (restated*)  9,454,905 65,259,958 — 2,339,519 (70,740,320) 6,314,062 

Prior year adjustment  — — (472,801) — — (472,801) 

Balance at 1 January 2010 (restated)  9,454,905 65,259,958 (472,801) 2,339,519 (70,740,320) 5,841,261 

Changes in equity for first half of 2010        

Share based payment        

  New options  — — — 702,237 — 702,237 

Issue of share capital        

  Issue by placing  1,240,265 18,603,975 — — — 19,844,240 

  Transaction costs of placing  — (845,136) — — — (845,136) 

  Exercise of option 
 3,816 32,819 — 

 

(15,897) 
 

15,897 36,635 

  1,244,081 17,791,658 — 686,340 15,897 19,737,976 

Loss for the period  — — — — (5,643,312) (5,643,312) 

Other comprehensive loss:        

Revaluation of available-for-sale        

 financial assets  — — — — (80,664) (80,664) 

Exchange differences on translation         

 to United States dollar 
 

(524,512) 
 

(3,737,168) 
 

3,831,859 
 

(134,590) 
 

— 
 

(564,411) 
 

Total comprehensive loss for the period 

 

(524,512) 

 

(3,737,168) 

 

3,831,859 

 

(134,590) 

 

(5,723,976) 

 

(6,288,387) 

 

Balance at 30 June 2010 (restated*) 
 

10,174,474 79,314,448 3,359,058 2,891,269 (76,448,399) 19,290,850 

Balance at 1 January 2010 (restated*)  9,454,905 65,259,958 — 2,339,519 (70,740,320) 6,314,062 

Prior year adjustment  — — (472,801) — — (472,801) 

Balance at 1 January 2010 (restated*)  9,454,905 65,259,958 (472,801) 2,339,519 (70,740,320) 5,841,261 

Changes in equity for 2010        

Share based payment        

  New options  — — — 760,572 — 760,572 

Issue of share capital        

  Issue by placing  1,255,962 18,839,437 — — — 20,095,399 

  Transaction costs of placing  — (855,833) — — — (855,833) 

  Exercise of option 
 15,466 137,354 — 

 

(66,137) 
 

66,137 
 

152,820 

 
 1,271,428 18,120,958 — 

 

694,435 66,137 
 

20,152,958 

Loss for the period  — — — — (11,285,969) (11,285,969) 

Other comprehensive income/(loss):        

Revaluation of available-for-sale        

 financial assets  — — — — 56,680 56,680 

Exchange differences on translation         

 to United States dollar 
 

(272,242) 
 

(1,873,049) 
 

2,323,260 
 

(67,116) 
 

— 
 

110,853 
 

Total comprehensive loss for the period 
 

(272,242) 
 

(1,873,049) 
 

2,323,260 
 

(67,116) 
 

(11,229,289) 
 

(11,118,436) 
 

 Balance at 31 December 2010 

(restated)  10,454,091 81,507,867 1,850,459 2,966,838 (81,903,472) 14,875,783 

Changes in equity for first half of 2011        

Share based payment  — — — 6,951,177 — 6,951,177 

Issue of share capital        

  Issue by placing  933,048 38,254,952 — — — 39,188,000 

  Transaction costs of placing  — (1,424,134) — — — (1,424,134) 

  Exercise of option 
 15,352 168,822 — 

 

(93,261) 
 

93,261 184,174 

 
 

948,400 
 

36,999,640 — 
 

6,857,916 
 

93,261 
 

44,899,217 
 

Loss for the period  — — — — (15,969,608) (15,969,608) 

Other comprehensive loss:        

Revaluation of available-for-sale        

 financial assets  — — — — (41,826) (41,826) 

Exchange differences on translation         

 to United States dollar 
 

363,385 
 

2,573,077 
 

(3,462,707) 
 

45,232 
 

— 
 

(481,013) 
 

Total comprehensive loss for the period 
 

363,385 
 

2,573,077 
 

(3,462,707) 
 

45,232 
 

(16,011,434) 
 

(16,492,447) 
 

Balance at 30 June 2011 
 

11,765,876 121,080,584 (1,612,248) 
 

9,869,986 
 

(97,821,645) 
 

43,282,553 

* Previously reported numbers are restated in United States dollars. 
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Unaudited condensed consolidated interim cash flow statement   

FOR THE SIX MONTHS ENDED 30 JUNE 2011 

 

 

 

 

Six months to 

30 June  

2011 

(unaudited) 

US$ 

 

Six months to 

30 June 

2010 

(unaudited) 

US$ 

Restated* 

Year to 

31 December 

2010 

(audited) 

US$ 

Restated* 

Cash flow from operating activities     

Loss after taxation  (15,969,608) (5,643,312) (11,285,969) 

Adjustment for:     

Interest income  (81,102) (27,368) (115,226) 

Depreciation and impairment  144,879 31,974 114,180 

(Increase) in trade and other receivables  (2,082,808) (512,054) (999,618) 

Increase/(decrease) in trade payables  1,115,101 (1,688,047) 876,113 

Increase/(decrease) in long-term provisions  223,268 (62) 186,552 

Share based payments  6,951,177 

 

702,237 

 

760,572 

 

Net cash from operating activities  (9,699,093) 

 

(7,136,632) 

 

(10,463,396) 

 
 

Cash flows from investing activities     

Interest received  81,102 27,368 115,226 

Purchase of property, plant and equipment  (5,968,913) 

 

(91,229) 

 

(3,567,056) 

 

Net cash from investing activities  (5,887,811) 

 

(63,861) 

 

(3,451,830) 

 

Cash flows from financing activities      

Proceeds from issue of share capital  37,763,866 18,999,104 19,239,566 

Proceeds from exercise of options  184,174 36,635 152,820 

Net cash from financing activities  37,948,040 19,035,739 19,392,386 

Net increase in cash and cash equivalents  22,361,136 11,835,246 5,477,160 

     

Cash and cash equivalents at beginning of period  10,242,044 4,610,323 4,610,323 

Effects of foreign exchange movements  (420,025) 

 

(525,252) 

 

154,561 

 

     

Cash and cash equivalents at end of period  32,183,155 15,920,317 10,242,044 

 

 

For the purposes of the consolidated cash flow statement, cash and cash equivalents include cash on hand and in 

banks, net of outstanding bank overdrafts. 

* Previously reported numbers are restated in United States dollars. 
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NOTES TO THE CONDENSED CONSOLIDATED INTERIM FINANCIAL STATEMENTS 

FOR THE SIX MONTHS ENDED 30 JUNE 2011 

1. Basis of preparation 

 

These unaudited interim condensed consolidated financial statements have been prepared in accordance with 

IAS 34 as adopted by the European Union and are for the six months ended 30 June 2011. This condensed 

consolidated half-year financial information does not comprise statutory accounts within the meaning of 

Section 434 of the Companies Act 2006.  Statutory accounts for the year ended 31 December 2010 were 

approved on 6 May 2011.  These accounts which contained an  unqualified audit report under Section 495 of 

the Companies Act 2006 and which did not make any statements under Section 498(2) or (3) of the 

Companies Act 2006, have been delivered to the Registrar of Companies in accordance with Section 441 of 

the Companies Act 2006.   

 

The unaudited condensed interim financial statements for the six months ended 30 June 2011 have been 

prepared using accounting policies and presentation expected to be adopted in the Group's full financial 

statements for the year ending 31 December 2011, which are not expected to be significantly different to 

those set out in the Group's audited financial statements for the year ended 31 December 2010 apart from as 

discussed in note 2. 

 

The accounting policies have been applied consistently throughout the Group for the purposes of preparation 

of these condensed consolidated interim financial statements.  

 

Going concern 

These interim condensed consolidated financial statements are prepared on a going concern basis which the 

Directors believe to be appropriate for the following reasons: 

 

In common with many exploration companies, the Company raises finance for its exploration and appraisal 

activities in discrete tranches to finance its activities for limited periods only.  

 

During April 2011 the Company placed shares to a value of $39.2 million before expenses (£24.25 million). 

The Directors have prepared cash flow information for 2011 and have considered future possible expenditure 

covering following years. Based upon the recent financing, the Directors believe that the Company has 

adequate working capital to cover the 12 months from the date of this Report.  

 

The Directors are confident that the Group will be able to secure additional funding to enable it to continue to 

meet its commitments as they fall due and to undertake the current planned programme of activity. 

Accordingly, the financial statements do not include any adjustments which would be necessary if the 

Company and Group ceased to be a going concern. 

 

2. Prior Year adjustment 

 

With effect from 1 January 2011, the Group has changed its presentational currency from British pounds 

sterling (GBP) to United States dollars (US$). The Directors believe that the presentational currency of the 

Group will be more accurately represented by the United States dollar reflecting the gold and silver markets 

whilst also becoming the main currency of both income and on-going capital expenditure.  

 

The change in presentational currency represents a change in accounting policy and in accordance with IAS 8 

Accounting Policies, Changes in Accounting Estimates and Errors, has been accounted for as a prior year 

adjustment. This has resulted in a cumulative amount of US$2,323,260 being credited to the translation 

reserve to 31 December 2010, and a further US$3,462,707 being debited in the 6 months to 30 June 2011.  

 

This debit represents the translation difference arising from re-presenting the comparative figures through to 

30 June 2011 in a different presentational currency (US$) from the historic presentational currency. 

Comparative figures previously reported in GBP were translated to US$ as follows:- 

 income and expenses were translated at the average rate for the relevant period, 
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2. Prior Year adjustment (continued) 

 assets and liabilities were translated at the closing exchange rate on the relevant balance sheet date, 

and 

 equity items, excluding retained earnings, were translated at the closing rate for the relevant balance 

sheet date. Retained earnings were translated at the average rate. 

 

Exchange rates used were as follows:- 

GBP/US$       

Closing rate 31 December 2009   1.5928 

Closing rate 31 December 2010   1.5468 

Closing rate 30 June 2011    1.6018 

Average rate for the year 2010   1.5458 

Average rate for the 6 months to 30 June 2011 1.6160 

 

3. Summary of significant accounting policies 

 

The following accounting policies have been applied consistently in respect of items which are considered 

material in relation to the Group’s financial statements. 

 

Equity settled share-based payment 

  

All goods and services received in exchange for the grant of any share-based payment are measured at their 

fair values. Where employees are rewarded using share-based payments, the fair values of employees' 

services are determined indirectly by reference to the fair value of the instrument granted to the employee. 

This fair value is appraised at the grant date and excludes the impact of non-market vesting conditions (for 

example, profitability and sales growth targets). 

 

All equity-settled share-based payments are ultimately recognised as an expense in the statement of 

comprehensive income with a corresponding credit to “share-based payment reserve”. The charge for the 6 

month period to 30
th
 June 2011 is US$6,951,177 due largely to the volume of options granted and the share 

price volatility during the period. Although initially charged to the statement of comprehensive income it 

remains a non-cash item which will be reversed by a transfer to retained earnings on exercise of the related 

option. 

 

If vesting periods or other non-market vesting conditions apply, the expense is allocated over the vesting 

period, based on the best available estimate of the number of share options expected to vest. Estimates are 

subsequently revised if there is any indication that the number of share options expected to vest differs from 

previous estimates. Any cumulative adjustment prior to vesting is recognised in the current period. No 

adjustment is made to any expense recognised in prior periods if share options ultimately exercised are 

different to that estimated on vesting. 

 

Upon exercise of share options the proceeds received net of attributable transaction costs are credited to share 

capital, and where appropriate share premium. 

 

Basis of consolidation 

 

The Group financial statements consolidate those of the Company and its subsidiary undertakings drawn up 

to each period end. Subsidiaries are entities over which the Group has the power to control the financial and 

operating policies so as to obtain benefits from its activities. The Group obtains and exercises control through 

voting rights. 

 

Unrealised gains on transactions between the Group and its subsidiaries are eliminated. Unrealised losses are 

also eliminated unless the transaction provides evidence of an impairment of the asset transferred. Amounts 

reported in the financial statements of subsidiaries have been adjusted where necessary to ensure consistency 

with the accounting policies adopted by the Group. 
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3. Summary of significant accounting policies (continued) 

Basis of consolidation (continued) 

Acquisitions of subsidiaries are dealt with by the purchase method. The purchase method involves the 

recognition at fair value of all identifiable assets and liabilities, including contingent liabilities of the 

subsidiary, at the acquisition date, regardless of whether or not they were recorded in the financial statements  

of the subsidiary prior to acquisition. On initial recognition, the assets and liabilities of the subsidiary are 

included in the consolidated balance sheet at their fair values, which are also used as the bases for subsequent 

measurement in accordance with the Group accounting policies. Goodwill is stated after separating out 

identifiable intangible assets. Goodwill represents the excess of acquisition cost over the fair value of the 

Group's share of the identifiable net assets of the acquired subsidiary at the date of acquisition. 

 

Exploration expenditure 

When the Group has incurred expenditure on mining properties that have not reached the stage of 

commercial production the costs of acquiring the rights to such properties, and related exploration and 

development costs are deferred where the expected recovery of costs is considered probable by the successful 

exploitation or sale of the asset.  

 

Exploration costs on properties where insufficient exploration has taken place to ascertain future 

recoverability are expensed. Where mining properties are abandoned, the deferred expenditure is written-off 

in full if previously capitalised. 

 

Costs are capitalised as intangibles until the project is deemed to be commercially viable at which point costs 

are transferred to property, plant and equipment and amortised over the life of the mine on a unit of 

production basis. 

 

Impairment testing of other intangible assets and property, plant and equipment 

 

For the purposes of assessing impairment, assets are grouped at the lowest levels for which there are 

separately identifiable cash flows (cash-generating units). As a result, some assets are tested individually for 

impairment and some are tested at cash-generating unit level.  

 

Other individual assets or cash-generating units that include other intangible assets with an indefinite useful 

life, and those intangible assets not yet available for use are tested for impairment at least annually. All other 

individual assets or cash-generating units are tested for impairment whenever events or changes in 

circumstances indicate that the carrying amount may not be recoverable. 

 

An impairment loss is recognised for the amount by which the asset’s or cash-generating unit’s carrying 

amount exceeds its recoverable amount. The recoverable amount is the higher of fair value, reflecting market 

conditions less costs to sell, and value in use based on an internal discounted cash flow evaluation. 

 

All assets are subsequently reassessed for indications that an impairment loss previously recognised may no 

longer exist. 

 

Foreign currency 

 

As explained above, these condensed consolidated interim financial statements are presented in United States 

Dollar (US$), the functional currency of the parent Company remains British pounds sterling (GBP). 

 

Foreign currency transactions are translated from the functional currency of the respective Group entity, 

using the exchange rates prevailing at the dates of the transactions (spot exchange rate). Foreign exchange 

gains and losses resulting from the settlement of such transactions and from the re-measurement of monetary 

items at year-end exchange rates are recognised in profit or loss. Non-monetary items measured at historical 

cost are translated using the exchange rates at the date of the transaction (not retranslated). Non-monetary 

items measured at fair value are translated using the exchange rates at the date when fair value was 

determined. 

In these consolidated interim financial statements, all assets, liabilities and transactions of Group entities with 

a functional currency other than US$ (the Group’s presentation currency) are translated into US$ upon  
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3. Summary of significant accounting policies (continued) 

Foreign currency (continued) 

consolidation. The functional currencies of the entities in the Group have remained unchanged during the 

reporting period. 

On consolidation, assets and liabilities have been translated into US$ at the closing rate at the reporting date. 

Income and expenses have been translated into US$ at the average rate over the reporting period. 

Exchange differences are charged /credited to income and recognised in the currency translation reserve in 

equity. On disposal of a foreign operation the cumulative translation differences recognised in equity are 

reclassified to profit or loss and recognised as part of the gain or loss on disposal. 

 

Financial assets  

Financial assets can be divided into the following categories: 

 

 cash and cash equivalents 

 loans and receivables 

 available-for-sale financial assets 

 

Financial assets are assigned to the different categories on initial recognition, depending on the 

characteristics of the instrument and its purpose. A financial instrument’s category is relevant for the way it is 

measured and whether resulting income and expenses are recognised in the statement of comprehensive 

income or charged directly against other comprehensive income. 

 

An assessment of whether a financial asset is impaired is made at least at each reporting date. Financial assets 

that are substantially past due are also considered for impairment. All income and expense relating to 

financial assets are recognised in the income statement line item “finance costs” or “finance income”, 

respectively. 

 

Cash and cash equivalents comprise cash on hand and demand deposits, together with other short-term, 

highly liquid investments that are readily convertible into known amounts of cash and which are subject to an 

insignificant risk of changes in value.  

 

Loans and receivables are non-derivative financial assets with fixed or determinable payments that are not 

quoted in an active market. They are subsequently measured at amortised cost using the effective interest 

method, less provision for impairment. Any change in their value is recognised in profit or loss. The Group's 

other receivables fall into this category of financial instruments. 

 

Individual receivables are considered for impairment when they are past due at the balance sheet date or 

when objective evidence is received that a specific counterparty will default. 

 

Available-for-sale financial assets include non-derivative financial assets that are either designated as such or 

do not qualify for inclusion in any of the other categories of financial assets. All financial assets within this 

category are measured subsequently at fair value, with changes in value recognised in equity, through the 

statement of changes in equity. Gains and losses arising from investments classified as available-for-sale are 

recognised in the income statement when they are sold or when the investment is impaired. 

 

In the case of impairment of available-for-sale assets, any loss previously recognised in equity is transferred 

to the income statement. Impairment losses recognised in the income statement on equity instruments are not 

reversed through the income statement. Impairment losses recognised previously on debt securities are 

reversed through the income statement when the increase can be related objectively to an event occurring 

after the impairment loss was recognised in the income statement. 

 

An assessment for impairment is undertaken at least at each balance sheet date. 

 

The Group has no financial assets at fair value through profit or loss or held-to-maturity investments. 
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3. Summary of significant accounting policies (continued) 

Financial liabilities 

 

Financial liabilities are obligations to pay cash or other financial assets and are recognised when the Group 

becomes a party to the contractual provisions of the instrument. All financial liabilities are recorded initially 

at fair value, net of direct issue costs. 

 

Financial liabilities are recorded at amortised cost using the effective interest method, with interest-related 

charges recognised as an expense in finance cost in the income statement. Finance charges, including 

premiums payable on settlement or redemption and direct issue costs, are charged to the income statement on 

an accruals basis using the effective interest method and are added to the carrying amount of the instrument 

to the extent that they are not settled in the period in which they arise. A financial liability is derecognised 

only when the obligation is extinguished, that is, when the obligation is discharged or cancelled or expires. 

 

4. Property, plant and equipment 

 

Following the Group’s accounting policy , exploration expenditure is not capitalised until future recovery of 

these costs is considered probable. At 30 June 2011 only the Lomada de Leiva project had reached this stage 

where $5.0 million has been capitalised to date. 

 

Property, plant and equipment is stated at cost or valuation, net of depreciation and any provision for 

impairment. 

 

Depreciation is provided on a straight line basis at rates calculated to write off the cost of property, plant and 

equipment to their estimated residual value over their estimated useful lives at the following rates: 

Office equipment 5 - 10 years 

Exploration software 3 - 5 years 

Machinery and equipment 3 years 

Vehicles 5 years 

Buildings 50 years 

Material residual value estimates are updated as required, but at least annually, whether or not the asset is 

revalued. 

 

5. Other receivables 

 

Other receivables represent recoverable VAT balances due to the Group. The Directors have considered post 

year end approvals set by the Mining Secretary in Argentina and consider the VAT recoverables as at 30 June 

2011 to be recoverable in full and no provision is considered necessary. 

 

6. Segmental analysis 

 

In line with the Group’s accounting policy, the management do not currently regard individual projects as 

separable segments for internal reporting purposes with the exception of the Lomada de Leiva project, which 

has reached trials stage.  

Patagonia Gold Plc’s losses and its geographic allocation of net assets may be summarised as follows: 

Losses 6m to 6m to Year to 

 30 June 30 June 31 December 

 2011 2010 2010 

 US$ US$ US$ 

United Kingdom (7,542,838) (1,371,620) (3,265,870) 

Argentina – Lomada de Leiva — — — 

Argentina – Other and Chile (8,426,770) (4,271,692) (8,020,099) 

 (15,969,608) (5,643,312) (11,285,969) 
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6. Segmental analysis (continued) 
 
Net assets 6m to 6m to Year to 

 30 June 30 June 31 December 

 2011 2010 2010 

 US$ US$ US$ 

United Kingdom 28,664,427 15,105,211 8,832,629 

Argentina – Lomada de Leiva 4,987,414 — 2,037,154 

Argentina – Other and Chile 9,630,712 4,185,639 4,006,000 

 43,282,553 19,290,850 14,875,783 

 

Patagonia Gold Plc’s geographic allocation of exploration costs may be summarised as follows: 

 6m to 6m to Year to 

 30 June 30 June 31 December 

 2011 2010 2010 

 US$ US$ US$ 

United Kingdom — — — 

Argentina – Lomada de Leiva — 289,450 390,823 

Argentina – Other  8,013,360 3,836,720 6,846,407 

 8,013,360 
 

4,126,170 
 

7,237,230 
 

The costs at the Lomada de Leiva project were capitalised from 1 September 2010 onwards. Exploration 

costs at all the other projects in 2010 were written off to the income statement. 

7. Employee share schemes  

On 10 February 2011 the Group issued 5,500,000 options at an exercise price of 50.0p per Ordinary share to 

Directors of the Company.  

 

On 21 February 2011 the Group issued 800,000 options at an exercise price of 50.0p per Ordinary share to 

employees of the Company.  

 

On 9 May 2011 the Group issued 500,000 options at an exercise price of 43.5p per Ordinary share to 

employees of the Company.  

 

On 13 May 2011 the Group issued 4,400,000 options at an exercise price of 42.25p per Ordinary share to 

Directors and senior management of the Company.  

 

On 24 May 2011 the Group issued 1,000,000 options at an exercise price of 39.0p per Ordinary share to a 

senior manager of the Company pursuant to his contract of employment.  

 

On 10 June 2011 the Group issued 2,025,000 options at an exercise price of 40.0p per Ordinary share to 

employees of the Company.  

 

The total expenses recognised for the period arising from share based payments are as follows: 

 

 

Six months to 

30 June  

2011 

US$ 

Six months to 

30 June 

2010 

US$ 

Equity settled share based payments 6,951,177 
 

702,237 
 

 6,951,177 
 

702,237 
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The number and weighted average exercise prices of share options at are as follows: 

 2011 2011 2010 2010 

 Weighted  Weighted  

 average  average  

 exercise price Number of exercise price Number of 

 pence options pence options 

Outstanding at the beginning of the year 11.28   49,450,000 10.51 42,350,000 

Granted during the period 45.18   14,225,000 15.15 8,100,000 
Exercised during the period  

 
 

 

12.00 
 

(950,000) 
 

9.88 
 

(1,000,000) 
 

Outstanding and exercisable at 30
th 

 June 
 

18.96 
 

 62,725,000 
 

11.28 
 

49,450,000 
 

 

The options outstanding at 30
th
 June 2011 have an exercise price in the range of 6.875p to 50.0p and a 

weighted average contractual life of 7.01 years. 

 

The option life is taken as the contractual life of the option with no adjustment for expected early exercise, 

based on past experience and assessment by the directors. 

 

The fair value of services received in return for share options granted are measured by reference to the fair 

value of share options granted. The estimate of the fair value of the services received is measured based on a 

Black-Scholes model. Details of contractual life and assumptions used in the model are disclosed in the table 

below. Expected volatility is estimated using the standard deviation of the historic actual share price over the 

30 months preceding the date of grant of the option. 
 2011 2010 

Weighted average share price 18.24p 11.25p 

Exercise price 18.96p 11.28p 

Expected volatility (expressed as a percentage used in the 

modelling under Black-Scholes model) 63.95 % 35.5 % 

Dividend yield nil nil 

Option life (maximum)         10 years  10 years 

Risk free interest rate (based on national government bonds)   0.5 %   0.5 % 

 

The expected volatility is wholly based on the historic volatility (calculated based on the weighted average 

remaining life of the share options). 

 

The terms of the re-priced options and the measurement of their estimated fair value is as above. 

 

Basis and assumptions for fair value assessment of equity based schemes 

The carrying amount of the liability at the end of the prior year has been settled during the current year. The 

fair value of the share appreciation rights at grant date is determined based on the formula. The model inputs 

were the share price of 11.25p, the exercise price of 11.28p, expected volatility of 35.5 per cent., no expected 

dividends, a term of 10 years and a risk-free interest rate of 0.5 per cent. The fair value of the liability is re-

measured at each balance sheet date and at settlement date. 

 

The share based payments charge is a non-cash item. The increased charge for the period to 30
th
 June 2011 is 

primarily as a result of increased volume of options issued in 2011 and a higher expected volatility factor 

used in the Black-Scholes valuation in 2011.    
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8. Share issue 

 

Shares issued and authorised for the period to 30 June 2011 may be summarised as follows: 

6 months to 30 June 2011 - unaudited  

 £ 

At 1 January 2011 675,852,783 ordinary shares of 1 pence each 6,758,528 

Issue of shares  57,738,095 ordinary shares of 1 pence each 577,381 

Exercise of Option  950,000 ordinary shares of 1 pence each 9,500 

At 30 June 2011  675,102,783 ordinary shares of 1 pence each 7,345,409  

6 months to 30 June 2010 - unaudited  

 £ 

At 1 January 2010  593,602,783 ordinary shares of 1 pence each  5,936,028 

Issue of shares  81,250,000 ordinary shares of 1 pence each 812,500 

Exercise of Option  250,000 ordinary shares of 1 pence each 2,500 
 

2,500 

At 30 June 2010  675,102,783 ordinary shares of 1 pence each 6,751,028  

Year to 31 December 2010 - audited  

 £ 

At 1 January 2010  593,602,783 ordinary shares of 1 pence each  5,936,028 

Issue of shares  81,250,000 ordinary shares of 1 pence each 812,500 

Exercise of Option  1,000,000 ordinary shares of 1 pence each 10,000 

At 31 December 2010  675,852,783 ordinary shares of 1 pence each  6,758,528  

 

The shares issued in the 6 months to 30 June 2011 yielded £23,482,697 (US$37,763,866) in cash after costs and 

the weighted average share price was 41.51p. 

 

9.        Acquisition of Barrick's property portfolio in Santa Cruz Argentina 

 

The Group announced on 21 February 2007 that it had acquired the rights, title and interest in 70 mining and 

exploration claims and properties previously held by Barrick Exploraciones Argentina S.A. and Minera 

Rodeo S.A. being subsidiaries of Barrick Gold Corporation (Barrick). The expenditure commitments 

totalling US$10 million which were given to Barrick have been fully satisfied. 

 

On 23 March 2011 the ‘Back in Right’ from the original property acquisition agreement was eliminated in 

exchange for a 2.5 per cent. Net Smelter Return royalty which does not become a liability until production 

commences and which will accrue as sales are made. Under the original agreement PGSA had granted 

Barrick an option to buy back up to a 70 per cent interest in any particular property group upon the 

delineation of the greater of 2 million oz of gold or gold equivalent NI 43-101 Indicated Resource on that 

property group going forward. 

 

A further cash payment of US$1.5 million will become payable to Barrick upon the delineation of 200,000 oz 

or greater of gold or gold equivalent NI 43-101 Indicated Resource on the La Paloma Property Group.  
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10. Loss per share 
 

The potential ordinary shares which arise as a result of the options in issue are not dilutive under the terms of 

IAS 33 because they would not increase the loss per share. Accordingly there is no difference between the 

basic and dilutive loss per share. 

 

Reconciliations of the earnings and weighted average number of shares used in the calculations are set 

out below: 
 6 months to 

 30 June 

 2011 

(unaudited) 

6 months to 

 30 June 

 2010 

(unaudited)* 

Year to 

31 December 

2010 

(audited)* 

Loss after tax (US$) (15,969,608) (5,643,312) (11,285,969) 

Weighted average number of shares 695,977,165 619,419,081 647,624,975 

Basic and diluted earnings per share (US $) $(0.02) $(0.01) $(0.02) 

 

 

* Previously reported numbers are restated in United States dollars. 

 

 

 

Copies of this Interim Statement will be available from the Company’s registered office at 15 Upper 

Grosvenor Street, London W1K 7PJ and may also be downloaded from the Company’s website at 

www.patagoniagold.com. 

 

http://www.patagoniagold.com/

